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LORD

YOUR HONORS I
\

We are suimning up the results of the legal proceedings against the
major German war crlmnals.

During nine months^ all the aspects of the case and all the evidence^
presented to the Trib-onal by the Prosecution ai d by the Defense, have
been subjected to the most meticulous and detailed examination.

Not a single point of the deeds with which the defendants have been '

accused, has been left without verification, not a single significant

circumstance has been overlooked during the investigation of the present
case*

For the first time in' the history of mankind, criminals against humanity '
are being held responsible for their crimes before an International Criminal
\

Tribunalj for the first time, natipns are trj'lng those vmd had"

inundated vast expanses of the earth with blood, who had annihilated

millions of innoc-^t people, destroyed cultural treasures, who imd made

a system of massacres, tortures, extermination of aged people, women and
children, who had made a vrild claim to the imstery of the world and hurled
it into an abyss of unheard-of calamities. .

Indeed, this trial^is the first of its kind in the history of justice.

ATribunal sits in judgement, -a Tribunal created by the peace-loving and
freedom-loving countries, who represent the will of and who defend the

Interests of the whole progress-loving mankind, which does not wish the '
recurrrnce of calamities, v^lch will'not permit a gang of drimlnals to
out

carry/-.-ith impunity their preparations for the enslavement o.f rations and
the extermination of peoples, prior to realizing their heinous plans,

:-v-

•>

2.

w

Ifexil^ind calls the criminals to account; and on the behalf of mankind,
we, the prosecutors, accuse at this trial.

And how pitifui are the efforts to/dispute the right of mankind to judge
the enemies of mankind, how vain the efforts to deprive nations of the
1

(tf,

right to punish those v/ho made the enslavement and the extermination of

!'

peoples - their a;Lm, and who for man.v years strove, to realize this criminal

aim by criminal methods.

' The present trial is beihg conducted in such a manner tliat the defendants,
v>ho are accused of the most heinbu? crimes, are ^iven all tho- possibilities
for a defense, all the necessary legal guarantees.
'•'d •

• In their own country, the defendants who stood at'the head of the Government,

"•'/I v'. • vy

'

•

..destroyed all legal forms of justice, and discarded all the orincioles of
liirraT
n v><-> r>
r? T M rr o
.rso l - w r
^
legal
proceed:uigs
accepted
by civilized
mankind.
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But they themselves.'are being tried by the International Court, in accordance

'

ivith all legal guarantees and they are assured of all the defense rights.

We are now summing up the results of the legal procoedings, vre are drawing
conc3.usions from the evidence ^examined before the Court, we are considering

•''

all the data upon ';'d.ch the accusation is based.

.
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were, the charges put against the defendants oroved before the Court-

;

- I

; • •

their guilt been ostabli.shed?

'

•••
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firntcd the charges. •
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To this question, there is only one mis'wer: the legal proc-aadings fully con- '

.

.,
'

'

We in

criminate, the defendants only of those facts which have been fully established!
, I.

and proved to the Court beyond p11 doubt., wliilst all the monstrous crimes •
fiave'been proved, crimes which were prepared '
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over a period of many years bj'" a band of v/ild criminals^ v/ho soiaod power in

Germany^ and who perpe.-rated these crimes during many years, having no regard
for tbo principles of law or the most elemontaiy stiuxdards of human morality.
These crimes have been proved, the defendants' testimonies and the arguifients

of the defense have been powerless to contend the charges ^ they c-iainot be
contended because it is impossible to contend the truth, and truth is the

lasting result of tliis trial, the unfailing issue of our long and stubborn
efforts.

All the eleirients of the charges have been proved.

It has.been proved that

'

there existed a comnion plc-n or consoironcy for the preparation of aggressivewars, in violation of intoma'tional law, the ensla-vement and the exterminatioi
of-peoples jin T.bich the defendants took part.

There cr.n be no doubt as to the existence of such a plan or conspiracy just,

as there is no doubt about the leading part played in it by the -defendrnt'S.
This point of the accusation, is confirmed by all the data brought in during
the legal proceedjjig, by irrefutable documents," by the testimonies of wit
nesses and. of the defendants thomselvQs.

All the activity of the defendants was directed towards the preparation and
the initiation of aggressive wars.

All their so-called "ideological v.-ork"

consisted in the cultivation of beastly instincts; in the instillation of
the absurd idea of racial superiority; in the conscience of the Gor-'icr. people
and in the practical realization of the plans for extermination .and ensla

vement of .the pooplas of, "inferior." races, who wore supposed to sortre as a

i.-a

fertiliser for the growth of the "master race". '

'Ay..

i

Their "ideological work" consisted in calling to murder, to plunder, to
the destruction of culture, and the extermination of human beings.
The defendants prepared these crimes long»in advance and then committed

them, attacking other countries, seizing foreign territories, exterminating

, \\

peoole.

;

~ '^.'/hen was this plan or conspiracy conceived?

Of course, it is hardly possible to give an exact date. - day and hour - on
which the defendants conspired to commit their crimes.

We cannot and shall not establish our coriclusions and assertions on guesses

and suppositions, but it must be considered as established beyond doubt
r

that from the moment when the fascists seized power in Germany thoy started
the realieation of their aims and utilized this power for the' preparation

of aggressive V;'ar.

Indeed, immediately after their seizure of povrer, the

fascists began to cariy out a huge programme of rearmam.ent and reconversion
of economy for war purposes.

All ifhe activity of the defendants^, was directed toi^ards the preparation of
Germany for war.

This roarnament and reconversion of economy for war purpos.es is an irre
futable'fact - it has been,proved by documents and admitted by the defen
dants themselves.

We iriay ask, what was this v/ar for which the defendants began to prepare
irrmediately after the seizure of power? Could this be a defensive war?

But nobody intended attacking Germany; nobody had such an idea> and - in

my opinion - such an idea could not have even existed.

v....

w)

.5.

.^s Germany wa3 not preparing for a defensive war and in as much as the
very fact that she did prepare for vrar is established —it is evident
that she v^as preparing for a war of aggression* That is the logic of the
facts and such are the facts themselves* Germany initiated and waged the war
what

v^rhioh she had been preparing, and in 1937-1939 happened just that for/she had
been preparing in 1933•

Hence we may conclude: the plan or the conspiracy existed at least since 193^

x.e* from the moment vrhen the Fascist^ seized the pov/er and used it for their
~.o\r[i criininal purposes*

These are the fact.-i v/hich are confirmed by the vfords of the defendants

themselves uttered at a time 7/hen they did not suppose that they ever
will be defendants.

It is enough to mention the addresses of Schacht, Krupp and others in
which they describe how the Fascist Government was preparing for war and
hovr all the fields of political and economic life were subjected to this one
purpose*

I consider fully proved the charges against the defendants

to the effect,

that in 1933 v.-hen the Hitlerites seized the power in Germany they created a
plan or conspiracy including the perpetration of crimes against peace,
\ war crimes and crimes against humanity*

The legal proceedings have fully proved the crimes against peace perpetrated

by the defendants, which consist in planning, preparing, initiating and
W

,

^

"

-

V

waging aggressive v;"ars, in violation of International treaties, agreements ^
and assurances,

'

The facts here speak for themselvesj Yrars which involved Innumerable

victims and destructions; wars b the aggressive nature of which has
been undoubtedly established^

•

6.

2?he guilt of the defendante in haying committed crimes against peace has
"been fully proyed.

T:-;3 charge of perpetrating war crimes, in waging war "by methods contrary
to the lavs and customs of war, have "been fully proved*

iTeither the defendants themselves» nor their counsel of defense could make

any objections to the very facts of their having committed these crimes.

All that they could say to this» was that the defendants themselves had not

committed these atrocities the extermination of people "murder vans" and •
-concentration campsJ they had not destroyed the Jev/s with their own hands,
and had not even knovm about such particular facts.

But that such facts

existed the defendants themselves do not deny,

The defendaaits admit these facts.

A fruitless method of defense I

Certainly, the dcf-ndants occupying high leading posts in Hitler's Germany
wore in no need of shooting, hanging, smothering', freezing live people
I

themselves by way of experiment and so on.r,

Their subordinates did tliat according to their instrucMons; henchmen did,

eo to say, the dirty work; whilst the defendants only had to give orders
'which were incontestably obeyed.

Therefore, tlie attempts of the defendants t-o deny their connection with
the henchmeni to separate themselves from them, were hopeless*

This connection is evident and indisputable.

If the Commandant of

Auschv/itz, Eudolph Hoess, pulled out the golden teeth of the deadi we' m^y

say that the Heiohemlnisterj Walter I'unk, opened special safes in the cel
lars of the Eeichsbank to keep those golden teeth in.

If the subordinates of Kaltenbrunner exterminated people in "murder Tans",

the vans themselves vrere built at the li^orks of Sauer, -Daimler and Wenz, the
subordinates of the defendant Speer;

i

If the prisoneri^ of war were destroyed by professional henchmen of

the unit "Toten Kopf" ("Bead Head") and by the guards of .the camp, the
orders to exterminate were signed by Fieldnarshal of the German Army,

Keitel. That is to say the defendants appointed the terms of extermination,
issued the orders to create a special technique of nurdor,

exclained

the reasons for the right of the master races to. externin-.te"inferior races.

It was they who were calmly and ruthlessly watching the tortured victims and,
as Hans Frank making solemn speeches about "onp more step" taken by German
Fascism toirards clearing "the living space" of "inferior races."

For every murder, for every drop of innocent'blood shed by Hitler's
henchmen, the defendants are responsible, for between them ..'.d the direct

perpetraters of the crimes, murder, torture, there is a difference only
in r.ank end scope of action", those are the direct hepetoen, and these are^
the principal henchmen, the chiefs of the henchmen," henchmen of a higher
grade. They are far more dangerous than those-trained in the spirit of
hatred towards humanity and w.ild far.aticipm., whom they now repudiate to
order to save theni3e7.vcsv

The crtainality of the defendants to the perpetration-of war crimes

has been fully proved; that they initialed a system of e:ctermto.-.t.tog war

prisoners, )peaceful Inhabitants, Women,

old men' and ohildrenj it is their

fault, that wherever the .German soldier- stepped,
there lay heaps of
murdered .-md tortured people, ruins and places left barren by fire, land
desecr-.ted -iiid covered vfith bloode. .
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8.

The crimes committed against humanity have heen coc^letely proved# "We
cannot omit the crimes committed "by the defendants in Germany during their
domination; the extermination Of all those who expressed their discontent

in any v/ay with the HaBi regime, slave labor and extermination of people
in concentration camps i mass extermination of Jews, and the same slave la"bc
and extermination of people in the occupied territories» all this has been

proved and the charges are Irrefutable# What means of defense have the
counsels used, what kind of proofs and arguments could they give to refute
the charges?

The arguments of the defendants may be divided into two main groups#

First, a number of witnesses summoned by the defense counsel# These wit
nesses had to extenuate the guilt of the defendants with their evidence, tc

diminish the part taken by them in committing the crimes* rehabilitating
thorn by all means,

These witnesses themselves were in most cases defendants in other trials#
Eow can w© speak about the objectivity and authenticity of the evidence

given by the witnesses of the defense, if the Innocenae of the defendant
Funk should be confirmed by his deputy and acconplice, member of SS since
1931, HSLLSR, bearing the rank of "Gruppenfuehrer SS"j if the criminal
EAIKBH, member'of the

Party since 1930, and Gauleiter of Salzburg,

and then of Kaemten was sumiaoned to give evidence on behalf of Seyss-Irtquart#

9,

•

Those so called "witnesses"» such as for instance BUHHLER - the right hand.
of the defendant HiAilK and accoinplice to all his crlnea, or BOHLS, one cf
the principal leaders of the spying actiyities of tiie Hitlerites

chief

of the foreign section of the fascist partyi caae here in order to comit
a perjury to try to protect their former "hossos" and to save their own
lives.

Nevertheless most cf the "vri.tnesaes" for the defense during the interrogatlo

"became - witnesses for the prosecution>

They were convicted by the

"mute

witnesses" ^ documents, mostly German; they themselves were forced to o:^ose
those whom they intended to protect.

Another type of the means \ised by the defense - are the legal arguments and
considerations.

Some legal asneota of the Trial.

The accusation in the present trial is based on enormous quantity of irre
futable facts and strongly established on the principles of law and justice^
Therefore I already

in the opening speeches for the prosecution, so much

attention had. been paid to the legal aspect of the responsibility of the
defendants.

In the speeches of the defense a number of legal,questions v/as raised again!

•i'K.

a) Of the importance of the principle "Nulla crimen sine lege"
b) Of the importance of the order

c) Of the responsibility of the State and individuals
d) Of the concept of conspiracy.

Therefore I consider it necessary to return again to some legal, questions in

1M '

order to answer to the attengpts of the defense to

1:

.

I

•, V.

10.

confuse the sijnple and clear statements and to change the legal argumentatior
into a kind of "smoke-screen" in an effort to conceal from the Ti-ibunal the
gruesome reality of the fascist crimes.
a)

Principle 'lilullum Crimen sine lege"

The defense attempted to deny the accusation by proving,that, at the time

when the defendants were perpetrating the o^^®i^sesi_ncriminated to them^the
latter had not been foreseen by the existing laws^ and therefore the defen
dants bear no criminal responsibility for them.

I could simply refer to the principle fclla Crimen Sine loge," as the Chartei
of I.M.T., which is an immutable law^provides that this Tribunal "shall have
the power to try and punish persons,who acting in the interest of Jiuropean

Axis countries^ v/hether as individuals or as members of organisation" com
mitted any of the crimes enuraerated in '

Art.6 of the Charter.

Therefore from the legal point of view ^the sentonce can be pronounced and
carried out without requiring the deeds incriminated to the defendants to

be foreseen by the criminal law at the time of their perpetration. Never

theless ,it is without doubt that the deeds of the defendants at the time
were

.

f, 4.U

when they were being committed^/criminal acts from the point, of view of the
existing criminal lavr.

The principles of criminal law contained in the Chai-ter of I.lf.T, are tlje
expression of the principles contained in a number of international agreemen'
enumerated in my opening statement of 8th February 1946 and in the criminal
.

law of all civilized

L' ..

I'fiV-

t

'

i,»
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countries.

The lavf of all civilised countries pmpo imposes criminal responsibility '
for murder, torture, violence, plunder and so on. The fact that those crimes

have been initiated by the defendants on a scale surpassing human imaginatior.
and bear the marks of unheard of sadistic cruelty —does not, of courpe,

exclude , but on the contrary increases many times the responsibility of
the defendants.

If the defendants had committed the crimes on the territory and in respect
of the citizens of any country, according to the Declaration of the Heads

of the Governments of uSsR, Great Britain and United States of America,
published on 2 November 19h3, and - in full agreement Vfith the universally
accepted principles of criminal law, they would be tried in that
, country and according to its lav/s.

This Declaration set forth that "the German officers, soldiers and
members of the Nazi Party v^ho were responsible for the above-mentioned

cruelties, murder and executions, or^^^'Sluntarily took part in those,
would be deported to the countries where those gruesome crimes had been

committed, in order to be tried and punished according to the law of
those libei-ated countries and free governments, which would be established
there,"

Neverthrless, the defendants are war criminals "whose offenses have no partici
geographical location" (Article 1 of the Agreement of the Four Powers of

the 8th August 19^5), and, therefore, the r«T, acting in accordance with the
Charter, is competent to try their crimes. The Counsel for the defendant

Hess took the liberty to affirm
be no doubt, that the crimes against
peace as they are stated^in Article 6, Paragraph 2, of the Charter, do not
exist.

12

It is not necessary to make any reference here to the international

agreements (as I have already mentioned them in my opening statement on

^

the 2nd February 19h^)) in which the aggressive war vras declared an
international crime.

They are charged vrlth deeds which the civilised humanity had long ' "
ago recognized as criminal.

B.

Execution of an Order

Some of the defendants in their deposition before the Tribunal attempted
to present themselves as poor dwarfs, blind and obedient executors of
anothor's

will - the will of Hitler.

In the search for a legal basis for this attitude, the Defense Counsel

JAHHRFISS, spoke at length about Hitler's order. In the opinion of
Counsel JAHRRIISS Hitler's order "vras different" from the order of any

other leader; that Hitler's order was an act "legally immutable".
Therefore, Counsel JAHRHEISS asserts that:""fhatev£r the Charter . .

may mea,n by the orders vhich it rejects^ip as much as a factor excluding

criminal responsibility, is it possible to take .^.he
attitude towards an order of Hitler? Could this order be considered as an
"order" in the meaning of the Charter?

The right to interprets law is an irrefutable right of all lawyers;
including the Defense Counsels. Nevertheless, it Is uncoir^rehensibls
what logical or other methods were guiding hia assertion tha.t the
provisions of the Charter specially elaborated

,

,1 -

13.

Tor the trial of major war criminals of the fascist Germany^ did not indeed
aim at the very conditions of the activity of these criminals.

hliat orders then, issued by v^hom and in what countrr, are meant by the Charter
of the Tribuiial?

It is on the contrary indisputable that: the authors of the Charter were

fully aware of the specific conditicns existing in Hitlerite Germany, were

thoroughly familiar fey means of the •• .terial of the Kharkov and other trials)
with the attempts of the defendants to hide themselves behind Hitler's orders.
Slid it is for this verj"" reason that they made a special provision to the
effect that the execution of an obviously crimina]. order does not free from

criminal responsibility.

c/

Responsibility of countries and individuals.

Vie think that the vejr?/ authors of tiiis attempt to hdde a large group of

mi.nisters, Gauleiters and war commanders behind Hitler's back, bec?jne to a
certain extent, doubtful of the convincing pov/er of such a defensive manoeuvre

seeing that a new line of defense was set up to assist this manoeuvre.
" If the German Reich began an attack in spite of the still-existant non-ag

gression pact - said the counsel Jalirreis, then Germany committed an inter
national offense and must answer for it according to the principles of inter
national law ... the Reich alone, bit not an individual person".

VJq cannot in the first place, omit to notice that the above point of view-

is not exactly new: even before the beginning of the official defense a.t
this trial, cert.ain unofficial defenders of war criminals vallinglj'- propa

gated the version to the effect that it vfas the German government and the

German national who were to bear responsibility for the criminal aggression
and war crimes^and not individual t ;rsons.

;ijr

•It'

•—T
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"//hen the subject of international law, i»-er a state, violates the principles
of international lav;, this entails certain consequences of an international

'

char-'cter, but in no case does it entail the criminal responsibility of the state*

An;,?- action on the part of the state in the sphere of international relations,

is committed by physical persons, by offir-ials and by the agents of that state*
In carrying out such acts, these individuals may be guilty of the most varied offer
in violation of either the common or the criminal law*

In the latter cape, i,e. when their individual criminal responsibili-ty is involved,

they bear this responsibility in appropriate cases, in conformity with the laws
and before the courts of their own country, as v/ell as —if such is the case

—in conformity vfith the laws and before the courts of a foreign state*

•..s

•

- ' m:.

•••-.•-np

.
.

b :•! a,

In the present case, not only did the Hitlerite State violate principles of

interiiotional law, resulting in measures taken agfiinst the states, but also some

individuals, in committing those acts, jT've^personally conmitted criminal

offenses, for which they bear the criminal responsibility in accordance v;ith the
Charter before the International Military Tribunal*

1

.
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vj Concerning the concept of conspiracy.

The counselsof defenseunanimous in trjdng^by different ways and versions^
to disoute the charges of criminal conspiracy made against the defendants*

Extracting from various sources one-sided, tendentiously selected definitions

of the conspiracy, the counsel3^^''^®tried to prove that Goering, Hess, Ribbcntroo and others cannot be considered as accomplices of the conspiracy.
I should like to quote here several arguments proving the groundlessness of
the statements of the defense.

The conspiracy implies the existence of a criminal society created and acting

to aoliieve oommcn orijninal purposes. Such a society doubtlessly existed.
It stands to reason that in this case the threads and levers uniting the

members of this conspiratory criminal society are very complicated ^as the

conspirators had seized the government of a

country.

In any criminal society and particulajidy iri a numerous society -ydth many
ramifications, separate accomplices commit criminal acts comprised by the

general plan of the conspiracy,but they can practically remain unknovn to
a number of the members of this society.

Nevertheless as these crimes re

sult from a single criminal plan, co.mmon to the whole society, the accom

plices who have not personally coiiL.iitted these separate criminal actions
and were riot practically informed of them,bear the responsibility for them.

In this special case the existence of the conspiracy is not precluded by
the circumstance, that, for instance, Schirach could be unaware of some of
the measures of the slave trader Sauckel or the "pogrom maicer" Streicher,

16,
Neither is the existence of the conspiracy precluded by the differences of

opinion among individual accomplices of the conspiracy concerning particular

questions /the intrigues of Goering against Bormann etc4/
Such dissensions may take place in any band of robbers of thieves, but the
band does not cease to exist on account of this*

Nearly in every society there exists a certain hierarchy among its members,

Very often the head of a criminal band usurps the unliinited power over the
other members of the band^even the very right of life and death.
However it seems that it never occurred to any lav/yer in the world to deny the

existence of a criminal society only because its accomplices were not alike
and one of them had power over the others.

It is at any rate strange to deny the existence of the conspiracy in the present
case on account of the indisputable fact that great personal power yias

concentrated in the hands of the leafier - Hitler,

the same way the

existence -of the conspiracy does not preclude but on the contrary it
implies a definite distribution of the parts played by the accon^slices
of the criminal group,when achieving the common aim ( one coordinates the

entire criminal activity, the other is in charge of the questions of ideologicr
training, the third one prepares the irmy, the fourth organises the work of the

war industry, the fifth carries on the diplomatic preparations,etc.)

Therefore,the Fascist conspiracy does not cease being a conspiracy^but is a
conspiracy which presents special danger, because the whole machinery of the
government and epormoTi|> resources of men and material are in the hands
of the conspirators.

-V-T •,

17.

In the hands of the international crir.iinals, in the hands of Goerinc, Kcitel
and other defendants the enormous forces of people become an instrument of
heavy crhiies^

This is the reason why these special traits that distinguish the
conspirators of Fascist Germany from any other band lend it a special

dfcagcrons character without changing the legal character of the conspiracy.

Thus I complete the analysis of the legal arguments of the defense, which were
examined in detail by my honorable colleagues*

As you have seen, your Honors, the arcents of the defense were found to
be inconsistent and incapable of refuting the charges.

Now I shall consider the question concerning the guilt of individual
defendants.

, - 1 . ' • • •''

18
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ONSISn-ITY

GOFRBia

In Hitlerite Gr-rmany the defendant GOERING was next in iitiportance to Hitler

himself, he- was his first successor. He took upon himself extensive povfers>
and seized the most responsible posts.

He vras the President of the Cabinet of I/dnisters for the Defense of the

Reich, he was the Fuehrer for the direction of German economy,-r the
Plenipontentiary General for the Fcur Yfear Plan and the Cominander-in-Ghief of

the Airforce. The main point is that

nis extensive field vfas utilized by

hira and all his forces v^ere dedictat.-d to the organization and the
realization of the crimes v.'hich are set out in the Indictment*

JLS we already know, the essential element of this conspiracy consisted in the

Gubnission of Europe prior to world supremacy of the Hitlerite Germany,
regardless of any'methods, hovfever inhuman and criminal.
fS-

To realize this aim, a way had to be cleared, as ^itler declared already

i39

iSA— in February 1933 sh a conference with the prominent German industrialists,
18

i

'

and the Parliament system must be destroyed.

GOTRIl^G took upon himself this task, He started to, exterminate energetically,
the political opponents of fascism, and for this purpose carried out mass

arrests of the members of political parties unfavourable to the nazism.

He organized concentration camps, whf .-a hfe interned without trial all

people who disagreed v/ith fascism. He created (jestapo, which from the day of its
birth established a bloody reglte of terror, He denianded of all the officials

in the camps and the Gestapo, to hesitate before nothing

and savage

punishments of the people, mutiliations and massacres, became ^ under his
fl Irection —the elementary working methods.
?S-

It is he, GOFRING, v/ho declared: ttFr.ch bullet fired from the pistol of

232U

ISA- Policf:m.-in, is ray bullet, and if anyone calls it murder, this means that I
have committed murder" (from GQFRBIG's book " Rebirth of a T^'ation
published by him in I93/4).

Ihifcli'itiri-i- •

.

n

••• • '
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He thus cleared the "vray for fascism, and paved the way for the
unhampered progress and the realization of the fascist conspiracy.

GOFRING was tireless in his efforts to annihilate everybody and
everything v;hich hampered the consolidation of this conspiracy,

PS-3Ub2
USa-$76

jjid hitler praised him for this. For example, on" 13.Vll#193U he
declared to the Reichstag that GOFRING:
vd-th his iron fist smashed the attack against the nationalsocialist state before i t coulc. take force".

/ill this GOFRING's terroristic activity Vv-as calculated to clear the
way for the realization of the fundamental idea of the fascist

conspiracy, i.e. the, conquest of Europe, and to achieve vrorld supremacy

of the **itlerite Germany.
The legal proceedings have proved GOFRING's guilt in the planning and

the preparation of aggressive wars by the ^^itlerite Germany.
Numerous documents have been presented to the Tribunal, testifying to
the active part played by GOFRING in the initiation of aggressive wars.
I shall remind you of GOFRING's declaration in 1935 at a conference
PS-3UU1
USA-437

of the Luftwaffe officers, .Ft that conference, he declared that it is his
intention "to create the Luftwaffe which shall '

strike the enemy, as

an avenging blnw', Even before the attack, the enemy .-riust feel thot his

cause is lost", add this intention, as we know, he realized, preparing
for vfar from day to d-ay.
P-140
USA-160

Rt the conference of the leaders of German air Industry, on 8 July 1938,
GOFREIQ-hints that v^ar is near, and that, if Germany come victorious

out of it, she vfill be the most powerful state in the world, dominating
the v/orld market and she will become rich. To attain this objective
"F'e must be prepared to take risks". Such was the slogan which Goering
threvr an that occasion.

On IU.X.I938, not long before he presented demands to Chechoslovakia
PS-1301
USR-123

GOFRING declares that he has began carrying out a vast program
in conaprison with which previous undertakings Y;-ere insignificant.

Trans.
F,vn,3ess •

"In the shortest possible time, the Luftwaffe must be .increased fivefold;

23.XI.U5,
page 18

the Navy must be rearmed at a much greater speed, and the .'rmy must
be rearmed much more e:rbensively ... especially the heavy artillery
and the heavy tanks, at the same time, the production of war materials
and explosives must be

Itensified.

|:

20,

PS-447
USA-135
1185-PS

The active participation of Gearing in the preparation for aggres

USA-141

The Tribunal tjIII find proof of Goering's active participation as

sion against the USSR has been established beyond all doubt.

early as November 19A0 in the development of plan^for the attack

against the USSR^ in the record of the conference of 29 April 1941
on the organization of economic staff "Oldenbourg"j in the record
of the conference ^vhich took place on 23 February 1941 at the

house of General Thomas^ as well as in the testimony of Goering
himself during the session of 21 l^rch 1946,

1-221

USA-317

It was Goering who_, together with Rosenberg, Keitel and Bormann,
at the conference vrith Hitler on 16.7.1941, gave concrete form
to the plans for the dismeraberment of the Soviet Union, the
enslavement of its peoples and the despoliation" of• its riches.
The plan to"level Leningrad to the ground and hand it over to the
Finns'* was conceived w:.th his participation. It was he, who re
commended that hangman of Koch, for the post of Reichskommissar
for the Ukraine, as a "personality with great initiative and good
training

Therefore, it can be considered that the guilt of Goering in the
planning and the preparation of aggressive wars by the RLtlerite
Germany, has been fully established, and for this he must bear
re sponsibilit3'-. •

ky colleagues have already/ dra^vn the attention of the Tribunal to

the criminal treatment of the prisoners-of-war,
I shall just remind the Tribunal the testimony given by the witness

Moris Lamp during the evening session of 25.1.1946, concerning
the executions of Soviet, British, French and other officers in.
the A'iauthaiisen camp, the extermination camps of Auschwitz and

Majdanek, the Notes of People *s Commissa.r for Foreign Affaires of
the USSR, i.iolotov, of 24.^1 1941 snd 27.'^I 1942, presented to the

Court, concerning the monstrous treatment inflicted by the German
military authoritieB on the Soviet war-pi'isoners, for which Gofering
is personally greatly responsible,
USSR-341
PS-884

I shall also remind about the

de.positions of the ivitness Haider on 31.19/:.5 v/hich described
the conference at Hitler's office on the non-application of the
Haague convention with respect to the treatment of Russian war-

PS-1191

prisoners and the order issued from Hitler's headquarters on
12.5.1941 concerning the treatment of captured Russian commanding

Trans.

o.fficers and political v/orkers, ' '

USA-351

moy:'' - see;

13.2.46
pr..30-'il5

...

Zl*

All these facts of crimes, established beyond
doubt before
the Court, have no need for further clarification, as the

Defense was unable to advance in their statements any arguments
refuting them.

USSR-69

"12 Commander,lentB for the behaviour of the Germans in the

East" of 1 June 19Ul, the sixth ocmmandement reads as follov,'S{
"You muvst clearly understand that for a vrhole centnry you
are the representatives of great Germany and the standard-

bearers of national socialism in nevf Europe* You must, therefore,
•'' '

full conscience of your vrorth, carry out the most ruthless and

the most cruel measures ivhich shall be requested of you by tlie State"*
The initiation of the systematic persecution and extermination of the

Jewish population, is connected v;itli the name of GOFHING*

It was he who signed the misanthropic Nurnberg decrees, the decrees
for the expropriaoLon o.l Jevvieh property for the imposing on the Jens

penalty of 1 billion
other decrees5 such activity was in fiai
keeping with the vdiole of GO"^RING's cannibalistic conception of the

^

world.

PS-3U58
USa—588
Trans,

^^0 trial GO'^.iIMG denied that he was an adherent of the racial
theor;<y, 'vj'hilst in 1933, he made a. speech before the Reichstag
in the deiense of the "urhberg racial provocators. On that occasion,

even.3,
8#1.)|6

he loudly declared:

page 21

".»• God has created races. He did not will equality and for this

reason we reject energetically ev( ry attempt to pervert the idea of
the purity of race

'Numerous documents presented to the Court by the Prosecution, expose
be criminal actions of GCT-RING in r€:G ^ect t® other nations.

EG-illO
USa-298

G. "RING'^s order issued on 1? October 1S3P demostrates clearly
"tJ". attitude of the defcndart tOT,ards the Polish oeorle, the
Po; Ish s' ate.

•

.

.

>

^

:'n -a ordtr relating to the economic policy in he East, issued

0..1 2j- Pa;/ .'.9)41, just before the ^tT.ack: ci the

GOFRIHG writes as

f,_lloi.s on ijhe attitude towards the Russ a.ns

FC-126
USA-316

U->Sa-93

USSr-36

"Germany is not interested in maintai^i^. thepr-oductivixy in this
teiTitory, She is supplying food only
the troops s/.ationed there

The population in those regions, and especially the urban population,"'
is dooEc^d to starvstlon. A will b« ftece'ssary t® dejjort this population

to Srberia"^

US-SR-60

••h-

V • r • •,

1.;; .-.t, •

..t

•••uv
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USSR-93

USSR-36
U33R-60

In his capacity of Plenipotentiary for the Four Year Plan, GOFRING
is responsible for the plunder and the spoliation of state property
and personal property of the citizens, carried out by the nazis on the

• occ^ipied territories of the US^R, in Czechoslovakia, Poland, Jugoslavia,
and other countries. It was GOBRING indeed vrtio headed the activity of
the nazi conspirators directed towards the economic plunder of the

occupied territories of the IJ^SR,

1157-PS
USA-lUl

A conference in connectj.on v/ith the elaboration of economic measures

according to case Barbarossa took place on 29 April 1/1;1> prior to the
treacherous attack against the

As a result of this conference,

there was created the economic staff of specivil purpose "^^Iderbourg"
v/-hich was subordinated to GOFRING. Phe crdation of special economic

inspectorates and units in the largest centrers of the USSRwas planned?
they were to handle lirportant tasks for the utilization and the

tf

plunder of Soviet industry and agriculture.

IlSSR-S?

The file of the district agricultural fuehrer contained instructions

to agricultural fuehrers, who v/ere given full freedom in the choice
of methods for the fulfillment of their criminal alms* The demand

for ruthless treatment of the Soviet peoples, and, in the first place,
of the Russians, the Ulcrainians and the Byelorussians, was put forward.

USSR-2
USSR-9

The report of the UbSR ^jrtraordinary State Commission on the crimes
^ho/

committed by Hitlerites in Kiev, in the region of Stalino and other
places, states that thece crisainal plans of the defendant GOFRING

and his accomplices were in the greater part realized,
To secure the necessary manpovrer for the German war industry and

agriculture, and at the same time for the purpose of physical

w
'u

extermination and the economic ^^eakening of the enslaved peoples, the
defendant GOB RING and his accomplices in the nazi conspiracy, utilized
the labour of foreign workers.

L-79
0^-27

The utilization of forced labour had been planned by the nazis even

Jjefore the war. It is sufficient to remind you of the conference at
Hitler's office, which took place on 23 May 1939*
defendant GOFRING also took part*.

In which the

23

Ul o.-.-lO

L:.;^..-379

t t is3 co.u'jro-iC3 of 7 -'.ovcrbev 1941

in his order issued on

10 January 1942, Goering demanded of all the departments subordi
nated to him, the securing of necessary manpower for the German

•industry,

at the expense of the population of the occupied Soviet

territories.

On 6.8,42, Goering had a conference -with the Reichskommissars

for the occupied territories and the representatives of military
USSR-170

command,

Addressing himself to the participants in this conference, Goering
said:

" You are being sent there not to work for the -well-being of the
peoples entrusted to you, but for the ourpose of drawing out all
that is available..*

You must be like hounds, where there is still something left
I intend to plunder and to do it efficientlj"-".

These inte-ations -were carried cuu. Plundered Goering, plundered
the Reichsministers and Reichsko.'omissars for the occupied territo-

res, pliuidereJ the representa-tives of military cornand, beginning
with ge-iTi alo Fid ending wihh ' r<i:.nary scidiers.

Such vras the activity of the defendant Goering.

There is not a single measure executed by the fascist party, not
a single step taken by the Hitlerite Government, in which Goering
did not participate.

He participated actively in all the crimes of the fascist gang and
for ail his deeds he must be duly punished.

...

24
H E

S

S

The defendant Rudolf HsSS occupied a Ifading position among the ifazi
j

conspirators from the -very "beginnin:-^ of the ITazi enroirc.

Transc. even*. Bi
sGss, 7-3-46,

P, 37-33
312-FS

of.

HJiiSS who h^d "been the leader of the Ea.scist orgr?.nization^^Be

University of Munich, It vras he who h':-d participated in tho hnmch
Putsch. It V7as h-Q who together with HITLER had v/orked at tho giole cf

USA-952

Ease fern — '

"Mein Kampf", cRrip.'ing out the duties

•private secrrtarf

of Hitler^ s

^

"been president of the Central Po- •

litical Commission of the Fascist Party, and it was he- who had co-rried
into effect the bestial policy of ,the Fascist cutthroats .as "Leput:^•

Fuehrer" after the seizure of the power»
indeed

PS-3196,

It v:ae

transcr.

to whom, ^according to ' Hitler's decree
^
^

of 21

^

evening seas, April 1933, the full right Wr?s given to taloo decisions on benaii oi
'?-3-46
33—39

HITLh?. on all nuestions

^
^
„
oojicorning the lerdership of tnc p'Tty.

.'ranscr. oven. After this HZ-SS continued to appropriate one new post after the othr
sess, 7-3-43

" in' "^-ITlzR's government. Since 1 Recrmber 1933 he was B.cxchsministcr

p, 42

/

37-38
1396-PS

vrithout portfolio "to secure close collaboration of the party and'shoe-

G-'B-252
1389-PS

troops with the civil authorities; on 4 February 1938 ho Vv'as appointed

3-B-249,
S018-PS
G-B-250

on

meqiber of the secret council;^30 August 1939

p ~

-

member of the Gauinet i'

tho defense of the Reich, and/1 September 1939 HITLJTR decloreo. h^SS as
successor cf G-OBRrdG-, HESS vras also nomino.tod

' Obergruppenfuohrer SS

and SA,'

D-138
USA-403
I)-139

USA-404

By the Decree of 27 July 1934 HITLER obliged all leaders of all the de
partments and ministries of CTcrmany to present projects of laws to
nr. SS for Preliminary sanction.

Hl'SS lia.d to select and allocnte the leading Staff of the Pascist.^xHis
.c

PS-3180
transcr,

even,

ocss,

7-3-46

p. 49-50

is testified by '-iHitler's deorei^' •-

24 September 1935 and by othrr

documents sdbmitted to the Tribiinal by tho Prosecution.

. '

.'Id-
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vie must take special notice of the active part played by HE3S In

planning and carrying out aggressive "wars* ill the aggressive actions
of Hitler^s Germany had been planned and prepared with the direct

assistance of HESS and the party machinery of the Mazi^fubjected to
him.

M-102

Already on 12th October 1936 in his speeches made in Bavaria, HESS

GB-260

appealed to the Germans "to use a little less fat, a little less
pork, fev^er eggs

' e laiov/ - said HESS, that the foreign currency

that is saved in this way, goes for armamen-t. '^nd the slogan of the

day is "Cannons instead of butter".

M-105

HESS spoke about this on the eve of his flight to,England on-1st

GB-261

transcr.

I-fey iSl;!* speaking at the Messerschnd-tt factory when he marie an

ev.sess*

7/11 h6
page 56
Transcr.

ai)peal for the continuation of the aggressive war^
Together with Hitler, Goering and other leaders of the Nazi

0V.ses s«

7/II U6
P

conspiracy^ HESS signed the decrees concerning the annexation of othef

>age 65
territories seized by the Germans.

PS-3179

The misnnthropical Nurnberg law5,-for the publishing-'of"which-the

Transcr.

defendant its also responsible, contain a special provision authorizing

USA-2'=)0
ev.sess.

7/II U6' " FRlGli and HESS to issue the necessary decrees to
e 53

'

carry into effect

U

these Ifiws^ HE'SS signed the law on the"protection of race and honour".

/decree of II4. September 1935 depriving the

of their right to

vote, and of their right to be employed at public offices, and also the
decree of 20 May 1938 extending the. Nurnberg laws to Austria.

The question of the part played by '-tESS in organizing a netvfork for

spies and terroristic groups abroad, in creating SD (Security Service)
f
•I,'

and recruitment of SS units

has been sufficiently elucidated

at this trial#

Transcr.

The very position occupied by HES-S in the Fascist Party and Hitler's

ev.sess.
V^Sf-SS

7/II
711 i+6
h6

p«56"6l

1 .r.

j

+

Government shows the active leading participation of the defendant

in the preparation and realization of the common criminal plan of
the Fcoscist conspirators, consequently an enormous share of his guilt
and responsibility for the criiaes against peace and for the war crimes
and the crimes against hiiraanity*

M-102
GB-25U

i.

^

+1/

iour Honours, in order to evaluate more correctly the hiiportanct 01 tn^
criminal activity of the defendiint HESS as one of the notorious leaden
of the Nazi ^^arty and hitler's Oovernment, 1 shall

article in the newsp.aper "National Zeitung" of 2h l^pnl Iwl dt i ^

26.

"Many years ago, it was before the besinning of the v;ar Rudolf HESS v^as called "the conscience of the Party"* -If we

inquire why this honourable name was given to "Fuehrer *s deputy

' • it is not difficult to answer this question: There is'nt an

event in our public life that is not connected with the name of the

deputy Fuehrer* He is so versatile and singular in his work and in hic
field of activity, that^^®^cannot be described
^
words
many measures carried out by the Governinent, especially in the

field of war economyj

party w^e realized entirely

by the deputy Fuehrer".
Tj^anscr.
6V.5CSS.

22 March

19U6.

,

• HESS refused to give explanations to the Tribunal. His Counsel Saidl
declared v^ith false pathos that HE'SS considered the present Tribunal

incompetent to Judge the Gerraan war criminals .«• and immediately
aftenvards without a pause he presented proofs in defense of HE.SS.

'J-'ranscr.
of 30.aI

19US

p»57-58

HESS even tried to declare himself insane to avoid the merited
punishment. But when HESS convinced himself that such a manoeuvre

v/ould not help, ho vias obliged to tell the Tribunal that he had
simulated loss of memory, that it had been a trick of his s.nd he had

t,o admit that he bore full responsibility for all that he had done an
signed together with the others.

Thus this clumsy attempt of HFSS-to avoid the responsibility was full,
exposed at the trial and HESS should suffer punishment to full extent,
for his participation in the common plan or conspiracy for cosbaitting
crimes against peace, war crimes and^test heavy crimes against the
world and hum;mity, committed by him together with the other defendan

, f"

< -». ,'i, .y
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R M A R R

The name of Martin RORIAC-^T ic closely connected vith the forretion of

"ilel^RWi regime* He was one of those who committed the most ou-trarcous

crimes, aiming at

the annihil'^tion of hundreds of thousands of people.

Together v/ith the defendant ROSHTBi-R'^^-iCiRMdl'h;' carried on a propr?.ganda of
racial theories and persecutions of Jct's with cruel pcrsoycranco*

Aumcrous instructions v;orc issued "by hin aiming at the descrimination of
Jews in HITL :R» s Germany, v/hich afterward had such a fatal effect end /
/resulted in the annir-

hiletion of Jews,

this activity of his,he wn the confidence of FITLZR,

he was "authorized to represent the party in the field of .government ac

tivity" (regulations and orders of the p^rty chancellory v, II p. 228)
and he did represent it.

Thus yas chief of the party chancellory,he directly participated 'in the/
/annihilation of
the Jcv.'s, Gypsies, Russians, Ukrainians, Pol( s and Chcchoslvaks.

HSRAP under his leadership tccones a police organization, in clcsc
connection with the Gorman secret rolice,and SS«

.:iORM^l^ not onlj'' know of .:^11 the aggressivo plane, of HITL"'R's Government,
but also took an active p rt in realizing them.

He mad-Q full use of the • ntiro p rty m.-^chin^ry of USUAP to rca.lizG the

aggressive plans of Hitler's &overnmr;nt, and appointed the part- i^-au-

Icitcrs as Plcnipotenti-^rios for the Reich defense in th.: regions of their
activity.

The NSDAP party machinery --^nd BORiaAH p(rsonally^took an active part in
all masures of the German military and civil authorities for the inhuman
ex'olcitation of war prisoners.

This is

proved

by ROSi'AMT.

^7

numerous instructions ajid directions issued
•: .y'j

28>

The materials of the Prosecution ani the legal proceedings have now
established, the extent of mass annihilation caused "by the "bestial
ill—treatment of the prisoners—of—war»
t

She party machinery and the defendant Bormann personallyi took a direct
part in the measures of Hitler's government connected with the deportatloh
of the population of the occupied territories for slave labor.

With Bormann'B approval the secret deportation of Ukrainian girls to
Germany was carried out, for forced Germanization.

By Hitler's order of 18th October 1944, Bormann and Himmler were entrustec
with the leadership of the "Volkssturm" consisting of all men from 16-60
PS-3018

years of age, capable of wearing weapons#

On the eve of the collapse of Hitler's Germany, Bormann headed the under
ground organization "Wehrwolf" for divertionist and subversive activity
behind allied lines.

UBa-690

Borraann took a direct part in plundering historical treasures and treasure

1690-PS

of culture and art in the occupied territories.

In 1943 he made a suggestion to intensify the economic plunder in tho
USA.—692 occupied territories#
061-PS

Such are tiie crimes of the defendant Bormann, Hitler's closest collabora

tor, sharing the full responsibility for the numerous crimes of Hitler's
government and of the JJazi party^

29.

RIBBFNTROP

Joachiiri von RIBBENTROP v;as not only one of the principal instigators
and leaders of the foreign policy of Hitlerite Germany, but
he v;as also one of the most active participants in the criminal
conspiracy*

2829-PS

USA - 5

ci/
i
Having offially entered the Nazi Party in 1932, the defendant,
hovfever, contributed to the seizure of power by the Nazis, before
this actually occurred,and he shortly became the official

adviser of the Party, inasmuch as he was the "oollaboraior of the
Fuehrer on matters of foreign policy"«

RIBBENTROP's prccotion is indissolubly connected
with the development of the Nazi conspirators' activity Yfhich vras

directed against the interests of peace*
Session of

In his testimony, RIBBENTROP declared: "He (Hitler) knew that
I vie.3 his loyal collaborator". That is why on the
February 1938^
Hitler made the convinced and faithful nazi-RIBBFNTROP, the official

transcript
page 19

leader of foreign policy, a post v^hich was one of the most

(evening)

important levers for the realization of the entire Nazi conspiracy,
However, RIBBFNTRG? did not limit his activities to the scope of

foreign,policy. As member of the Hitlerite Government, the Reich
Defense Council arid the Secret Council, he participated in the
solution of a.11 the innumerable problepis connected with the

Transcript
ey, se.ssion

2»U,U6,
6«Q
';JSSR'-12u

preparation of aggressive vears* That is why he, RIBBEHTROP,although he was i^inister for Foreign .Iffairs, took part in the
solution and realization of problems, but faintly relevant to
foreign policy, such as the utilization of manpower in wartime,
the organization of the concentration camps, and so forth. In
this connection, it should be noted that RIBBENTROP signed a special,
lfi.rgQ.i-scale agreement v/ith HIMTLFR on the organization of a common
intelligence service.

RIBBENTROP became Reich Foreign li^inister precisely at the outset of
the realization of the plans of aggression, which visualised the
submission of Europe to Germany, This coincidence is no accident,

RIBBENTROP v^as considered,not without reason,as the most adequate
person for the realization of this crirainal conspiracy, he was
preferred even to such/expert in matters of foreign provocation

as TlOBENBliRQ, upon which the latter made an official complaint, not
without some reason. And Hitler was not mistaken in his choice, for
RIBBENTROP fully justified his confidence.

As early as 12 February 1938, a week after his nomincation,
RIBBENTROP - together with Hitler and. the defendant PAPEU,
who for a long time prior to this date had been directing the

diverslonist activity of the Nazi agency in Austria, participated
in a conference at the Obersalzberg,

A
......

2. ..

i.

»

30,

At tills meeting he addressee! an ultimatum punctuated by threats, to
the Austrian Chcncellor Schue-snig and the letter's Foreign Minister,
:• /

' ..

Schmidt, demanding their agr-:cment to sacrificing the independence
. o f Austria, and this object y/as attained.

As I'iinister, Ribbentrop was ^resent at the conference of 28 I,!ay 1938^
during which a decision was f-'de for the execution of plan "Gruen" -

'

the plan for aggression agMnst Czechoslovaltia.

in conformity to the Nazi trrtics of weakening their future victim '
by striking • at' the interior, Ribbentrop constantly kept a close
contact vdth and gave material assistance first to the German Sude

ten party, and then to the Slovak nationalists, with the object
of attaining en internal spl'lt and fratricidal v/ar in Czechoslovakia.

Having seized Czechoslovakia, the Nazi conspirators, antj Ribbentrop
amongst them, began to make nrepara.tions for and to realize the next
aggressive act, which had already boon outlined by them in their
crimincal plan against peace, - the' attack on Polend,
Being forced - because of the recently realized annexion of Austria

and Czechoslovakia, to cohco'"! temporarily the further intentions
of Germ-any, Ribbentrop, • personally end through the agency of his ^

diplomcats, endeavoured to allay the vigilance of the European states,
by making hypocritical declarations to the effect that Germany*g foreir
no further territorial demands.

Doc.

On 26 January 1939> in Warsaw, the Foreign Hinister of fascist Germa-

253O-PS GB-36,
Trrnscript

ny, Ribbentrop, declared? 'K'/hat-the consolidation of friendly rolations between Germahy and Poland on the' basis of existing agreements, constituted the most "oortant factor of Germarp''s foreign

HoiPjsc-ssion

policy".

6.12,45

Pages 6-7

A very short time elapsed, and Poland experienced the value of'
these assurances of Ribbentr p.

I will, not dwell here on the perfidious part played by iSifendant
Ribbentrop in the Germ-an aggression against Denmark, Norway,
Belgium, Holland and Luxeinbcurg, for my colleagues have already
dealt with this matter convincingly enauph ...
The defendant Ribbentrop personally participated in the commission
of aggression a,ga,inst Jugosl'vla and Greece.

•

Reverting to his favourite ; -thod of giving false guarantees in ^
order to conceal the future aggression, defendant Ribbentrop
assured Jugoslavia on 20 April I938, that after the Anechluss
Germanyfrontiers vdth Jugoslavia were considered as final and
unalterable.

•i'-U

31,

2719-PS

:lt that tine nanifold i x-eparations for aggression were

GB 58 (transc»)

7.124^5

carried out vdth the assistance of the defendant RIBBEWTROP.

af-^ernoon

On 12 and 13 of August 1939 at the conference of Hitler

session

p.6

and RIBBENTROP with Cl/xNO at Salzburg an agreement
was reached concerning the liquidation of the neutrals one
after the other.

• <

/

\7ith the direct and immediate assistance of the defendant '

•ri
• \i
-

RIBBFNTROP the- Nazi <^aspirators planned, prepared and

\

realized the treacherous attack on the U^SR on 22nd of June 19Ul
USA-135,P5-IiU7
U,SA-3l5 P3-UU6
USSR-263,
USSR-1U9,
uSsr-156

The defendant RIBBENTli P himself adnittfed here, in the CbUrt
I

room that at the em of August and the beginning of
September 19U0, i.e. at the time when the elaboration of the
f

plan of Barbarossa was being carried out (as it is evident

from the depositions o!" General Varlimont, General Pkieller

and Fieldnarshal Paulas) the defendant KEITEL was. discussing
with him the question of attacking USi^R*

The activity of the defendant and the ministry directed by
him, played a 'primary part in the organization

of war against the USSR with the participation of Finland,
Hungarjs Romania and Bulgaria.

Already after the bepf ning of the aggression of Germany

against_the Soviet Union the defendant RIBBENTROP continued to
3-Pply his efforts to attract new accomplices to Germany-^
side. Thus in a telegram to the German /uabassador in ^

2896-.PS

USA-155

Tokio of 10th July 19ia he said: I beg you to try all means
at your disposal to
luence Matzuoka in qrder to make Japan

begin war with Russia as soon as possible. The sooner - "the
on the Sibirian railwa;y before winter comes on."

shake hands

As it has been established at the trial RIBBENTROP together with

the other defendants was preparing the policy of extermination

plunder, planned o, -the Hitlerites ^d tLn c^^^ierrt out

in the teiflporarily occupied territories of Soviet Union, The

defendant ROSEiTO^G who was elaborating the plans of exploitatio.

of the occupied territories in Eastern ,Europe, held a conference
on this question with OKy, the ministry of economics,

ministry of interior affairs ,

IMikk i

32,

1039-PS
US-li4.6
Transcript
10.12''.45

with the ministry of foreign affairs. In his "Report about preparatory work on the Easter.i-European question".he wrote: "As a resuit of the negotiations \/ith the Ministiyof Foreign Affairs, the
latter appointed General Ci. usul Mr.Brotigham as their representative

inom.sess.

to Rosenberg.

Thus it is indisputable that Ribbentrop not only knew about the
preparation for the military attack on USSR but that he together
with the other conspirators had planned beforehand the colonisa

tion of the territory of the Soviet Urlion, the enslavement and
extermination of the Soviet citizens.

Transcript
2.A,A6

The defendant "Was conpelled to admit that he had knovm the notes of
the Public Commissar of Foreign Affairs
i^.lolotov concerning

afternoon

the atrocities of the Hitlerites in the temporarily occupied

sess.
p,13,

territories of the Soviet Union. He as well as the other conspirators had knoiivn also the uther declarations of the Chiefs of the
Allied Governments concerning the responsibility imposed upon the
Wazi Government for committing the monstrous atrocities in the*.
occuoied countries,

Tr.27.3«46

mom.sess.

pp,53_54

/

Ribbentrop, as the witness for the defense the former Secretars'"
of State at the ^^^inistry of Foreign Affairs, Steingradht confirmed, had been one of the initiators and was intended to be nomi-

nated honorar;/ nembor of the International Anti-Jewish Congress
wliich the Germans supposed to. convene in July 1944 in Cracow.

Tr, 2.4.46
mom.sess.
p.6.

Ribbentrop himself admitted at the Trial that he had negotiated
with the Governments of European countries about the banishment
of the Jews.

(3688-PS

I-d'i502)

According to the mcord of Ribbentrop's conversation with
Horty; "The liinister of i jreign Affairs declared to Horty that
the Jews should be either exterminated of sent to concentration
camps.

There can be nc other decision".

This fact sufficiently confirms the fact that Ribbentrop was
aware of the existence of the concentration camps though he tried
hard to prove the reverse,here.
his

Ribbentrop lent/support x,o other Nazi leaders and above all to
the defendant Sauckel in deporting the inhabitants of the occu

pied countries for forced labor in Germany,

Besides, the ^defendant Fi.obentrop carr/ing out the common plan
of conspiracy including " .e destruction of the national culture
of the peoples of the occupied ten^itories, took a most-active
/

part in plundering i^ref'^-.ref. i-o'^-cnTt'L-'ro. vrhf-ih .vo .".nnw--. propoid-y of

33.

.^n order to carry out this task and on Ribbentropis- instructions a
"Battalion of Special Service" had b;en created at the Ministry of Foreign
..ffairj Tf-hlch during the T/hole war f )llowing the advance units requisitioned an
deported to Germany all kinds of treasures of culture from the occupied
territories in the East according to the directives of Ribbentrop:.

Thus the defendant RIBBENTROP had taken part in seisure of power by
the Nazi, playing a leading role in Tanning, preparing and waging
aggressivb^plundering wars^ together Tith the other conspirators parti
cipated, according to the Fascist p: s, in the leadership when commit- ting most, heavy cr-.iraes against the nations, whose territories had been
temporarily occupied by the %fclerite invaders.
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The Militry G-roup

Several of the defendants in the dock at this major !'/arCiminals

Trial may be said to form a military group. If we do not include

GOERr."G- who represents a peculiar figure, uniting in, one

,
If

person, -

•i'r

politician, administrator, and soldier, there remains KiilTSL, JODL,
ROSl'ITZ and EALDER. In the course of these proceedings not only h-.vc
all the counts of the Indictment against them been sustained but

as a result even more incdminati^ig •

I

evidence has been brought to light.

\
lUhe documentary evidence,
the testimony given by the witnesses, in

^
/

i''"' .•

cluding those applied for by th.- Defense, could not but tip the

;k

5?-'

K>v i

t

,

scales in favor of the Prosecution.

•

v'.l ••

w

'

The Counsel for the defense trlsd to convince the Tribunal that

V#

their clients had become involved in this sinister tragedy by a

Km

whim of fate in spite of themselves.

The defendants themselves ~-ITilTllD, JODL, DOH^TITZ and HADDDR here in

court tr^^ to appear in the role of noble sinpletons, ¥e must do
>

the defense justice: it djdits b st to aid them in this attem^st.

Me have heard a great deal about a doldier's honor, military discipline,
fidelity to duty and oath of allegiance, - all making obligatory,

therefore, the fulfilment of HITLSRis orders, including those whfch
aroused their doubts and direct protoeb. Such a view of their posi

tion conpletely distorts the actual state of affairs. Before passing
to tae q.uostion of the guilt of KDITSL, JODL, DOBI:^ITZ and EADDER I
deem it necessary to put the fol'.owing 4 q.uest.ions:
#

V' / Ij"

1) Did these defendants know that Hltleyite Germany in viola-tion
of its international obligations had prepared a series of aggressive
and predatory wars?

•

i

2) Did they take an active patt in planning, preparing, unleashing
and waging of these war®?

2) Are thev guilty of oynleally trampling down the laws and customs
of warfare?

»

35.

4)

Are they responsible for the atrocities and.^termination of the peaceful

populationjfor the sinking of passenger and hospital ships, for the towns and
villages destroyed by the Hite rite Reich military machine?

It seems to me that after this investigation which has so carefully gone into

all the details of this case, unless one remains blind to the facts it is

impossible to give other than an affirmative answer to these questions.
The evidence submitted to the Tribunal has fully proved that the military

group of criminals is guilty of the heaviest crimes and that they have actively
participated in the planning and execution of the comnon criminal conspiracy.
The very fact that these crimes were committed by men in uniform not only does
not serve to mitigate their responsibility but on the contrary only heightens
it.

How can they try to acquit themselves by referring to "a soldier"s duty",
"an officer's honor", and the "obligation of fulfilling orders". Since when has
"soldier's duty" and "officer's honor" become compatible with shooting
without trial and branding of prisoners, extermination of women, children
aged neople.

The only true and correct explanation of the amazing fact^^^ese generals and
admirals were committing what in substance were capital-crimes^, lies in

the fact that they were generals and admirals of ^itler's makings These are men
of. a special metal. They are fascists in uniform, bound body and scul to the
Nazi regime.

This is the only reason v/hy Hitler' gathered these men about him and ©ollaboratec
with them for such a long period of time. This is the only way to explain why

they collaborated with Hitler in committing such crimes iirrprecedented
in history. They fitted and understood one another to perfection.

36
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It is only nr?-tural that in speaking of the mlitarj'- group I beein

ivith defsndant Keitel. Keitel held the leading post in Hitler's
Speech

iTiilitarj'- machine from the verj^ first years of its conoention
Keitel's counsel admits that: - the decree (of February'4th 193S)

Dr, Nelte

gave Neitel the wonder title

p.58

Further he goes on to say:

his position

- Chief of the

the factual significance of Keitel's activities was immense.

It was a monstruousj extremely ungrateful job and its miserly
remuneration vra.s a brilliant position in the iimnediate iiiroximity to
head of the state".

"

Speech

In the light of subsequent events it nay be taken for granted that

Dr. Nelte

the primary stage of all the future wars of aggression included
everything connected rdth the secret rearmament of Germanj'" after

p. 100

the Versailles treaty.

It is difficult to minimize the significance of all that was done
at the tiiie by Colonel Keitel in the Committee of Experts which
painstakingly and consecutively sought and found means of circum
venting or violating the treaty.

It was none other than Colonel Keitel in particu3.ar who gave instruc
tions to the effect that in Geneva it was possible to say v;hat
one pleased but care must be taicen not to leave anything behind on
paper.

This cynical statement fully tallies with the role played> by
Keitel in the subsequent preparation and execution of aggressive
wars.

C-102

During the negotiations between IlLtler and Schushnig

USA-74

reminder of Gernany^s preparadeness to resort to arms was the

the living

person of Keitel.
Keitel issued orders for troops to cross over into Czechoslovakia
at the time when president Hacha was so treacherously called to
Berlin: "for continuing negotiations".

3g8-PS

It was the 0IC;7 and no other organization v/hich v:as fully nrepared

USA 26
Jodl's

throu^^AHIEHR'S department to provoke an incident with Czechoslo
vakia in- order to justify the invasion by the German hordes, ready

notes

to fall upon Czechoslovakia.

to "FaU
Greon"

In his strictly confidential memorandam Keitel demanded that Hess
aiid Hlmmler advise the Olfd in advance of all measures taken by

party organizations or police v/hich v/ere not included in the
"Fall Green".

The declarations alleging that after the seizure of CzechoslovaMa

Germany had no m.ore territorial aspirations in Europe ^irere down
right lies, This wa.3 but a link in the chain of aggressive wars.

• 'f

. .•
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I wish to omphasize the leading role of the OKW in the preparation
and carrying out cf aggression. The directive regarding the waging
of war and invasion of Poland is known tc us as Eeitel's and Hitler^s
directive of the 10 May 1939.

It was fo3rwarded to the comiDand of

the Air porces, Havy and Land Forces,

How is it possible after this

to maintain that the OKW was not the driving power behind the armed
forces of the fascist Eeich?

If we once more peruse the documents pertaining to German aggression

rj-

against Uorway, Denmark, Belgium, Holland, Luxembourg, Yugoslavia
and Greece we again come across the name of Eeitel. ___He appears as
a participant of the most important events either as author of
443-PS

GB~118

secret orders addressed to Raeder, Goering and the General Staff*
We find the initials of Eeitel and Jcdl entered in their ov/n hand

on the secret directive signed by Hitler regarding the "Operation
Mariza".

Much has been said here of the "Plan Barbarossa" and its authors.

At present it is important to stress that this document took shape
in the deptii^ of the OEVJ at its own initiative'and that the planned
methods of

a

trea<jh0rous attack on the USSH

also the work of

the OKIv.

The significance of a military specialists' visa on a docuiuent is clea
to everybody.

Some of the de.^endants attempted to portray the attack on the. XT^R as
preventito
vjar. This contention is to such a degree inconvincing
and contradictory to the irrefutable evidence presented in court

(German docximenta) that I see no need for occupying the Triounal's
time.

P,23
Final

Eeitel's defense counsel stated that the defense of this defendant
is based on the point of view that Eeitel - "is fighting not for

speech

his head but to save his face".

Counsel

Dr.Holto

I wish to aid the Tribunal in seeing the true face of Eeitel,

For

this I siiall have to remind you of a number of Eeitel's directives

which may well lay claim to being among the foremost of all the
infamous documents pointing to tne barbarity of the German military cl
its baseness and extreme scorn for all conceptions of rules and
customs of warfare.

Let US consider the documents dealing with the shooting of Political
Officers •Eeitel, the soldier, as he likas to call himself, ignoring

his oath, shamelessly lied to the representatives of the American
Prosecution at his preliminary investigation by avowing that to

begin with this order was in the nature of a counter reprisal and
that the political officers were separated from the ether prisoners

of war at the request of the prisoners themselves.
he was unmasked.

directive had been issued before

•\vir'-ii'iiil[lM'il'1["'Hr-| iiii'i.Hl'tr'min

ih<\

At the 'trial

Exhibit ITo. HF(v)-351, 884-PS proved tliat this

.

' if

•
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the we.r had broken out. "•^o also submitted a document under .ushibit Ho.

USSH-62 (the text of a letter of G-orm^^n Prison-as of "'Jar), '^his
document makes it clear that even before the attack on the USSS the arm;

in the field h.-'^d bi en instructed to absolutely cxtcrnin^i.te Soviet
women in military service as well as political officers,
dreadful

And what can be said of the following st tement/in its unlimited
cynicism:
ap-271
^-98

?S-389

"Eusian life in those countries concerned hs absolutely of no account.
...a terrifying influence can be addcved only through unheard of
bamtality."

'-50

And what en be said of the directive of 13 May 1945 introducing court

JSA-554

martial in the Barbarossa region? And of the order of lo September
1941 calling for the execution of 80-100 commnnists for -each German
killed?

>90
JSA-503

^

USSR-53

VJliat could KEIOBL say about the document knov;n as "Hacht end Hobcl?

'j?hoso aoe gr^nguinarj' documents. Ho one can compute hov; many thousands
of prisoners of war — soldiois'and officers of the Red Army h-d been
killed and tortur-rd in the cairps of fascist Germany. You remember

how on 21 Janur.ry 1943 at tht. evening session witness LAMP testified
that for the amusement of

the shooting of 50 Soviet officers

was organized in the Mauth-'^usrn caiip. You romorbor witness YLACuA
testifying that in the spring of 19'=i4, 94 Soviet senior military
officers wer- tortured and then killed for refusing to give militaxy
inform-tion.

I wish to mention the testimony of SS man Paul ''ALDIiAH regarding the
slaughter of 840 Russian prisoners of war. You remember the testimony

transcipt
11 Janu-rjr

1946 aftco^- of witness EIVFLSH regarding the endless chain of tooturc and suffering
noon - PP
vjhich Ruesians, taken prisonor by the- Gcrm-T-, v;here subjected to:
33-23

transcript

It is iirpossible to pass by. EiIlEL's directive calling for the bran

2

ding of Soviet prisoners of v/ar.

February

1945 morning

p 22—23
afternoon
?

One can not forget the EEITPL di'"ective of the 13 December 1942. I t
is entitled "measure to be taken against bands." Under the vjord
'^bands " defendant K2ITLL understood any resistance movement and de

TSSE-IS

manded th'-t his troops re-verb to h^rsh methods, stopping at nothing

transcript
t;4r-2-1946

oven in regards to women and children.

0.13
T^SSK-343

• • • - The Soviet Prosecution submitted the testimony Lecurt
under Exhibit Ho, USSR-162» Lec^i.rt states that he shot and burnt Soviet

citizens, r--zing their houses. He alone had shot over 1,200 persons
transcript and for this achicvBment he wrapromoted to the rank of Obergcfreiter

15 Fobf 194i^and awarded the medal for service in the Fast, He acted in accordance
norning

directives of

0 1*~2

..a
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0-50

Eeitelo

USA—554

Keitel's directive instituting court martials in the

"Barharossa" region freed such persons of all responsihility,

Keitel's nands are stained with the "blood of tne victims of
LECODRT and his like«

It was in carrying out Keitel's directive stating that life in
the Eastern regions was of no value»that the soldiers and offi
cers, of Hitlerite Gernany cominittpd their atrocitieso
Bxliibit number USSH—51 submitted by the prosecution shows how,
on the 28 iiugust 1941 attacking German troops drove a group of
women, children and old men before their formations.

In the vil

lage of Eolpino the fascists shot the peasants who had been forced
into digging trenches and bridges for them.

US52.—2S1

In Yugoslavia mass shootings of hostages became a daily feature

USSE,—391

with the military command and military administration.

USSIl-392

In a secret report dated 15.11.1940. submitted to Goering the GEiJ

justifies the practice of taking hostageso
1585-PS
EE-278

I wish to conclude with document U33H-336 (EC-338), which your
•

honors of course, remember.

In this document Admiral Canaris informs Keitel of the unbridled

cruelty in the prisoner-of-war camps, of the hunger, and mass
shootings of Soviet prisoners of v/ar. Even the out and out fascist qj
spy Canaris fearing eventual responsibility cyuld not ignore such
unoridled cruelty and flagrant violation of accepted laws and
customs of warfare.

You V7ill remember Eeitel's notation on this report:
"I approve of and back these measures".

On April 7, 1946 during the cross examination I put the following
question to Keitel:

"You, Defendant Keitel, known as fieldmarshal, repeatedly refer
red to yourself as a soldier before this Tribunal, and you, by
your sanguinary notation approved of and sanctioned the murder

in cold blood of thousands of soldiers, who had fallen prisoner.
Do you confirm this?"
Keitel was forced to admit this fact.

•>

This one resolution alone unveils the true and real face of Eield-

,1

marshal Keitel«• The highly involved arguments of the defense can
not absolve Keitel of his responsibility for the bloodshed and

innumerable human lives torn short by the hand of the fascist mili

tary machine in carrying out orders and directives signed by his
hand.

40«

JODL

The defendant Alfred Jodl bears equal responsibility together with defendant
Keitel as his assistant and as closest military adviser of Hitler's.

All that is connected mth preparation and execution of the aggressire planof Hitlerite Germany is inseparably linked with the name of Jodl as well as
with that of Keitel.

There is no need to repeat anew all those aggressive acts of Plitler's German
ny, which are already'" facts of common knowledge^ each of which had been

planned and executed mth the direct participation of defendant Jodl*
As the representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics I should
like to emphasize once more that the criminal plan of the perfidious attack
on the Soviet Union^ coded by the Hitler's clique under the name or the
ill-fated conqueror Frederick Barbaross, is signed not only by Hitler and
Keitel but by Jodl as well.
USSR-263
Vfcrlimont
testimony

But this is more than a mere signature.

As early as the summer of 1940 in Reichenhalle Jodl conductea t

^conference of his staff-'Officers^ at which the question of t
possibility of an attack by Plitler Germany.on Soviet Russia was
discussed.
who

C -

26

It was no one else but defendaiit Jodl/even before the attack
against the USSR issued his well-known "Instructions on the use
propaganda in the region of 'Barbarossa'".

In these instpuctio

it is unequivocally stated that "as yet propaganda aimed at the

partition of the Soviet Union should not be carried on".
ThuSj defendant Jodl knew beforehand of the actual aims of Germ
ny's attack on the USSR, knew of the pira.tical and predatory na
ture of the vrar which called for the disEisibeiing of the Soviet Un

It was Jodl who took part in tlie preparation and organieat

of the pr^VPcativn incident on the Czechoslovak border with the

aim of justifying this aggressive act of Hitler Germany against
this peace loving nation.

r

41.

S^i-ps
126

It was JODL who Signed the order of the 2S September 1938 regarding
the use of the so-called HEINLE® CORPS in case the "Case Green" was
realized.

Hov/ full of mockery sound the defendant JODL's words of "soldiers

honor" after reading his order on the destruction of Leningrad, L.oscov
and other cities of the Soviet Union.

?;382-ps
'JSsr_473

It v/as this very same JODL viio with inimitable cjmicism declared at a
conference with Hitler on the 1 December 19A1 that German troops

could-with impunity "hang, hang by the feet and quarter" Soviet patri
ots .

As the closest military adviser of Hitler's, having personally parti
cipated in the preparation and execution of all the sanguinary aggres
sive plens of Hitlerite Germany - defendant JODL has been j.ustly in
cluded in the ranks of the major German War Criminals,

• I''

' •»

•

^^2
DOENITZ and RAEDER

ify British colleague has proved the guilt of defendants CARL DOENITZ and
ERICH RAEDER so convincingly and thoroughly that I see ne need to dvirell •

especially on these Grossadmirals of Hitlerite Germany, who have disgraced their
admirals'uniforms v/ith such infamous crimes.

In the course of his cross-examination, DOENITZ told the Soviet Prosecutor that
he

as unaware of the reasons for v/hich Hitler nominated him *

his successor.

I don't think that DOENITZ was quite sincere in making this statement. One has but
to refer to the transcripts of the sessions beginning with the 8th ifey, in order

to understand without his acknowledging it,. ?/hy he became Hitler's successor, whe^^
Hitlerite H-eioh v;ent to the bottom. The important point is not the fact that an

acuniraj

was needed at a moment like this, but the fact that only the .nazi Grossadmiral

•

DOENITZ, in the opinion of Hitler who was about to fade from the picture, could
do anything to save the sinking ship.

Under Hitler, DOENITZ commandGd the gUbmarine^of the German Reich, '•[e know the
role v/hich the German U-boats played in this war; In this connection it

is worthy of emphasis v/hat DOENITZ was proud of being the author of the socalled "wolf-pack tactics". Soviet people have not forgotten how DOENITZ's •

submarines sunk the Baltic and Black Seas hospital ships and steamiers evacuating
peaceful citizens' - vfomen and children.
The last head of the Hitlerite government should be one of the first to pay
for all those crimes which led to the trial of the major v.far criminals before
the International Iililitary Tribunal,

The name of RAEDER is linked with the sacrilegious directive for the destruction
of Leningrad.

At the trial, RAEDER tried to play the part of an "honest soldier". But the mere

fact that it was he, together with Hitler and KEITEL, who conspired to "wipe
Leningrad off the face of the earth" and to exterminate more than three million

population of that great city, whose very name is indissolubly connected v/ith the
development of the culture and history of mankind, makes RjiEDER one of the major
war criminals.

RAEDER took part in worki.ng out all most important plans of aggression of German
fascism. This participant in the criminal fascist conspiracy must, therefore,

bear punishment together with his associates.

ni'iiiiri
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KALTENBRUNNER

The defendant Ernst .Kalteribrniinor was considered by ^inniler to be the
most deserving successor to that henchman, Heidrich, executed by Czech
patriots.

On 30 J-anuary 1943^ he was appoi'^^ted Head of the Reich

Security

Office and Chief of the S i

Numerous documents, and especially orders signed by Kaltenbrunner, for
the mass deportation of people into concentration camps, the testimonios of his subordinates, including the depo.sitions of V^alter Schellen-

berg, the fornier Chief of Intelligence Depaii-ment (A2..T VI), and of
Otto Olendorf, Chief of the Interior • Security Service, fully convict
Kaltenbrunner of heinous crimes.

At the session of 12 April 1946, in the course of Kaltenbrunner's exa- '
rdnation, the testir^.onies of Johann Kandutor, ex-Drisoner of Fip.uthausen,
were x-ead into the recoi-d. "Tx his depositions, Kandutor describes as
follows Kaltenbi-unner's pass-time during one of his visits to the camp:

"Laughing, Kaltenbrunner entered the gaa chamber; then the prisoners
were led from the barracks to the execution and all the three methods

of execution wore demonstrated - hanging, shooting into the nape and
asphyxiation by gas"*

I shall not dwell uoon the namerous px-oofs vrhich are available, as
they have been sufficiently clcarified before the Tribunal., There is

only one point of the accusation against Kaltenbrunner, on which I
deem it necessary to dwell.

Together vdth other R3HA organizations, Kaltenbrunner took over from
Heidrich five "Einsatzgruppen". The citizens of the Soviet Union
remember well those criminal organizations of the German fascism,
headed by Kaltenbx'unnerj

The "Einsatzgmxppe A" reach-; .! the approaches to Leningrad.

USSR-7
USSR-41
USSR-39

It created

the "Fort of Death // 9" near Kaunas, the secret points for mass exter

mination of haman beings in Panarai; it carried out tho executions b'*
shooting in tho woods of Salaspilsk and Bikomeksk nuar Riga; it

erected gallows in the pares of one of Leningrad's suburbs - tho
Pushkino.

Tho "Einsatzgruppe B" settled dovm in the vicinity of Smolensk.
USSR-3
TT8SR-14
USSR-48

It burnt alive the peasants of Byelorussia; it shot dovm the victims of
the awful Pinsk "action"; it drowned thousands of Byelorussian

-"m-:'

•I'i Koy "v
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iviniii't

wonen and children in the f.iosyT mrrshos; it onGratod w-th murder vans

in Minsk; it liquidated the ghetto in the Upper Gardens district of
Smolensk.

USSR-14 The "Sinsatzgrup-oe C" - v/as quartered in Kiev.

This group carried out

USSR-9

the nass "action" in Baby Xar near Kiev, an execution unmatched for

its cruelty, when 100.000 Soviet citizens perished on a single day.
USSR~14

The "Ginsatzgruope D" operated in the southern regions of the tempo-

USSR-1

USSR-42

rarily occupied territories of the Soviet Union,

This group was.the

first to experi-ment with the murder vans on the Soviet citizens in

the district of Stavropol and in Krasnodar.

And when Kaltenbrunnor's fate vdll be docidod, all these human beings,
asphyo:i-?-ted in the "murder vans" near Stavropol, buried alive in the
graves near Kiev and Riga, burnt alive in the Byelorussian villages,
must not be forgotten.

All these innocent victims are on his dirty conscience.

The successor of a hangman, Kaltenbrunnor was a hangman himself,
he had the charge of the most horrible aspect in tho common criminal

plan of the Hitlerite clique.
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I shall now summarize the pvi-I.e--

pertaining to the guilt and the res*-

ponsitility of the defendant

In spite of HOSSNBjIjRG''s efforts to ininimi^e his role and imDortancej in
spite of his efforts to jug-le Mth historical facts .^nd events - he

cannot deny that he vras the official ideologist of the nazi -©arty, that
already a CLua.rter of a centnry ago, hq laid the "theoretical" foundations

of the fescist Hitlerite state, ancfj^tJhing this v/hole period he cottv^ted r-orally millions of 7G-erm.ans, preparing them "ideologicalljr" for
the mcnstfouB crimes committed h;/ the Hitleri-'-es -

crimes unnreccndontcd

in hiotorjA, E'.nd which are the subject of this trial.

•'

' "

•

Tranfs,

•vlicn, at the trial, EOSIHOSHG- was ashed; "wore you not one of KITLiE's

evn.

closcsb collahoratcrs?", he did not even ^enk —ho shouted in rcnly;

seer.

17^^4-6

"that is not true, I never was". But however hard

pp 31—34

rciiounce his "Buchror", he h-s not succ'cded in vrashing ai^ay the stigma

USA-600
PS-3559

tried to

of "one of the oEest and the most faithful of HI^PL.H's^comrades-in-arms".
Pop twenty five years, ROSiJHBEPf^, actin-.- first as HITLER's collahorator
and raftcrwards under his direction, worked out and assisted in the reali
zation.of
vrorld supremacy, having chosen :.for the

justification of the so criminal plane, the misanthropic theory of racism#
The f-ct th"t ROSENBERG- utilized for his purposes the refuse of science
rnd Borrowed some of his theories from Ka.rl LUQ-LR and Paul LAG/JLLE

Count O-OBIdO add LIAPOUCH, Osvrald SPBPGLEH and Arthur t'®LLER, cannot
influence the solution of the qiu.stion on ROSIEJB.HR's rcsnonsihilit-- and
guilt.

The i.Tportant fact is thcut ROSENBERG, h^^ving assembled all those
exccrcncnts of science, tp^ '1 "> racial theories to a degree of racial

fanaticisTn, and educated in this spirit the mcmhcrs of the nssi -Darty
and the German -/outh. And when the representatives of the "master race"

elaborated

t-' I

commtttod acts of ag-ression, -'hen the -"-evTi-pxi copressors

ensloved and extermin-ted n-tions and peoples, when the factoiiis of

deroth v/ere created at Majda.nek and Auschwitz, R0SEi3ERG's share in all
these crimes was grea.t.

All this W--S the outcome of the fascist racial' ideology, the essence
of which consists in the idea thrat the "aryan".

''.i
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"north-germanic" race is a "master race", and that all other rabes
and nations belong to "lower strata".

ROGENBERG's Counsel said: "the Tribunal must judge cr5jues and not
theories". In ROSENBERCt^s case such an argument is clearly
unconvincing. For ROSENBERG, not only confessed the fascist racial
theory, but he knov/ingly propagated it and instilled it into the
conscience of the German pe^ople^this theory v/hich became a direct
menace to the existence of the deomocratic European states# The
person who carries microbes must be isolated, but the person who
vrillingly disseminates microbes, muot-be tried.

y •

ROSENBERG'S criminal activity was not limited to the ideological
^reparation for aggression and to the propagation of misanthropic
theoriesa his activity had many facets,
I. . ^
. .foreign-nolicT"
%G
cruMnal
activity
oi thh/Eeparument

has already been

sufficiently clarified at this process^ this department, v^hich for
many years was subordi'^^t^> the defendant ROSENBERG, v/as in charge
of the half-legal nazi
iicies abroad. The participation of this

organisation in the foreign poli.cy measures undertaken by the
^'itXcrltc Germany and in the initiation of aggressive wars, is very
f"roat.

Doc-Counsf1
Neurath

One of the documents subimitted by NEURiiTH's Counsel and
accepted by the Tribunal, reads as follo\73j

V.I,p.67
"e,. at one time there existed in Berlin three sorts of

ministries for foreign affairs: ROSERWRG's ministry, RIBBENTRQPif
ministry, and the official ministry on the-ililhelmstrasse" #

^ And finally, ROSEEJBFRG's letter to Hitler of 6,2,38 stressed his
rcal_ influence on the foreign policy of
—jT

USSR-117

"

"itleritc Germany and
a-J.

j - ^

his "jiierits" in this field, v/hen he applied for a membership In the
Secret Cabinet Council*

I iSee^no necessity to give an analysis of the entire criiuinal

activity of .aOSEi'lBERG, and I only intend to dwell very shortly on
his activity as-"Fuchrcris plenipotentiary" and, later, as the Reich
'Plnister for the ^ccupied stern lerritoriess in these capacities,
RQjENBIRG exercised his talents most actively, as a participant in
criminal conspiracy*

Rosenberg declares that he vrns against war with the USSR and

that he learned from Hitler about the preparations for an attack

against tl^ 11^^, only when all the orders to military channels

have alreay been given, and that he never really had any influence
on the foreign policy;' " ' • itlerite Germnyj I affirm, Your

^onoijrs, that all these osciarations of ROSENBERG are false.

p.i'v

'••yu•••

-

-'r^m
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It is a commonly knov/n fact that the plan for. a German crusade against

Soviet Russia is indeed the starting point of the national-socia
lists foreign policy, as set out in the 1921 Nevv-Tear publication of
the newspaper "7oelkischer Beobachter", and that the author of this
policy is Alfred Rosenberg. It vras Rosenberg, ivho Jjisoired by Ludeiidorf and Ptcchberg, propagated - together v/ith Hitler - a foreign

••'A.

policy directed towards the creation of^antisenitic, antibolsheyik

and entibritish continental Eurooe *

Rosenberg's speeches, setting out plans for the "exchange" of the
Polish corridor against the Ukraine, his "diplomatic" journeys into
certain countries after the seizure of power b.y the fascists, his
clumsy efforts to realize the foreign policy programme of the nazis were disclosed in detail in the press.

PS-865
USA-1/^3

,

The submitted documents, give a clear picture of Rosenberg's feverish
activity in April 1941 - during the period immediately proceeding the
attack of Germi'my on the USSR - when he v;as nominated "Fuehrer's ple
nipotentiary for the supreme control of the questions connoctod with
the Eastern-European territories".

On 7 April 1941j tv/o

. j.-"to his nomination, Rosenberg sent to

Hitler his " proposals

division of the Soviet Union into

Rcoichskormiissariats and for the nomination of fascist governors for
Transcr.

the occupied territories,

m o r n , so Si

Kiev, Rostov and Tbilisi, Loningrad and hioscow, were all enumerated

^elorussia and the Ukraine, j^insk and

I7.4.A6

in Rosenberg's proposals#

1019-PS
PS-1039

of hioscow, Rosenberg rocommendGd the notorious Erich Koch#

the post of the Reichskommissar

USA-I46

have heard about Rosenberg-'s meetings ivith Brauchitsch and Raeder
and9hir-; confercjnces vrith Funk, General Thomas, state secretary Backe
and others, on the questions of economical exploitation of the eas
tern territories, and about his negotiations with Ribbentrop, the
SS Chief of Staff, the Chief of the Germ.an intelligence sejTvice,
Ackiiral Ccanaris. Already six woeks prior to'the attack on the USSR,
he vrorked out directive.sfor all the Reichskommissars of the occupied
USA-1A4

.'lastern territories, in vdiich he orovided for a "Reichskommissariat
Russia" and tho "Rjichskonmissariat Caucasus", v/hilst the Byelorussian
republic was to form a part of the "Reichskomndssariat Ostland".

PS-I030

Rosenberg ^attempts to affirm that he did not share in the aggressive,
predatory aims of the war against the USSR, snd that, in his capacity

I,

of
Minister for the occupied Eastern territories, he all but
loaded with benefits the population of these territories. And this

ho dares to affirm, when the directive to the Rcichskommiss-'ir of the
Baltic countries and

Byelorussia, described his aim-s

as follovfs:

"... the creation of a German protectorate for the pu:'^ose of

subsequent inclusion of tNase regions in the Greater German Reich|
by moans of the g---'! • •" -..wion of elements - suitable from the
racial point of view, of tho colonization by the representatives
of the ^rman race and of the extermination of the undesired
elements".

•4

"A

48,

And this is said in addition to the follovdng reconmiendations made in
another of RO^NBERG's directives on the subject of the civil administra
tion in the occupied Eastern territories:
"Oui- main task
is the furthering of the Reich's interests. The
regulations of' the Hague Convention regarding land-warfare are not
EC-347
USA-320

valid, as wq can consider that the USSR has been destroyed
For tliis reason, all measures which the German administration
deem necessary of convenient are admissible".

ROSENESRG was too hasty Dn his assertion that the USSR ims destroyed,
let the cat out of the bag, and
away liis secret plans. But tliis
document is also an irrefutao^e

f invalidating all the attempts

of the defendant to threvf off his shoulders the burden of responsibility
for the monstrous crime perpetrated by the German-fascist aggressors
throughout the occupied territories of ths USSR, to the shoulders of

individual efficials and policemen, of KOCH and HSM-ilER.

It vra-s ROSENBERG, who permitted tlie repudiation of the Hague Convention
and the utilization of all measures which mj.ght seem "convenient",
hhen KOCH, for his "convenience" exterminated the population of the
entire Z-uman district, he v/as acting in the soirit of this directive of
ROSENBERG.

ROSENBERG described here his dissentions with KOCH^ he alleged that he
has folio-wed humanitarian policy and even imposted agricultural machinery.

Even if ROSENBERG did-indeed,from time to time, object to KOCH's actions,
it was only because he -was afraid of premature publicity, because he
was afraid that KOCH's unparalle],ed ill-treatment of the Ukrainian people
would only strengthen the resistance movement, ROSENBERG v/as influenced
by fear end not by any humanitarian considerations. ROSENBERG'S true
policy is sot out iii numerous doouiients which have now become known

to the world's public opiriion and which are in the files of tie Tribunal.
PS--

-045

In an "official note for Fuehrer" dated 16.3.192,2, Rosenberg set out
tiie aims of the German policy in the occupied territories of the USSR

and, firs'u of all, in the Ukraine ..."tloo utilization of minerals,
the creation of a German colony in certain regions, no artificial
intellectual development of the population, but its preservation as a
soi.U'CG •of manpower".

In 1-d.s report on the reorganization of the Caucasus, ROSENBERG wrote that:
USSR-

-58

The problem cf the East consists in the transplanting of the Baltic nations
to the soil of Gorman culture and in the preparation for the large-scale
expc-nsion of tlie German frontiers.

•• '• •;
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The task ©f the IHcraine is to secure the necessary food
supplies for Gemany m d Europe, and the rav; naterials for- the

continent# The ^blen of the Caucasus is primarily a. political
problem and it will -lead to the e^^ansion of continental Europe,
'3SR-58

headed by Germany, from the Caucasus isthmus to the near Fast,"

And finally I vrould like to point out that it was AOSEtJBFRG who liad
made the following statement, at a conference of the German Labor
Front, on the policy in the occupied
territories:

'S^R-170

"It is obvious, that if vre afe to'stibjugate these peoples,

arbitrary justice and tT^-ranny will be the most suitable form
of .rovernnent,"

The Defense affirms that I10.SI:NBFRG and his "Einsatzstab" vrere not

concerned
plunder of cultura.l treasures, but with their
preservation. This statement is also quite false. Numerous doeuraents

read into the record at this trial, have proved that as early as Ap:*!!

l^itlj i.e, more than two months prior to the attack on Idle TjSsR,
ROSErffiFRG was organising special units and staffs and was elabcT-^ting
plans for the removal of the cultural treasures of the Soviet Union,

tSSR-375

On 16-Z.1;1 ROSEMBFRG 'wrote to Hitler as follov^si

.•3-076

"Xhave ncvf given an order to a similar operative staff of ngr
organization to carry out in the 'ocoupied Eabtern territories the worl1

already accomplished in the-Vest,

.

Having before our eyes the whole picture, we can satisfay
the
wishes and ^demands of the Greater German Reich. On this basis I

t';-',.
jl-

would also be willing to take upon nyself to guarantee that -all "che
treasures of art from the Lintz and other museums which can be utilize-,

j' '

for your personal jilans, are really used for this p'unjose".

'27-^PS

dSA-338

VOn 17 "October 19lt.'4, ROSEMBFRG wrote to Liij.F/yRS that for the transport

of^gocds "listed" by his organization, it was necessarj^ to use l.UlG.Qt
railroad cars, whilst i4.27.000 further tons wei~e transported
' •.

by water. In this game letter, RC6ENBFRG mentioned that amongst the
confiscated goods removed to Germany, there were 9,000 cars with
agricultural and other macjiinrry,

\

this, he dares to speak about some machines "i^ich he has

allegedly ir.iported into the Ukraine!

.,.nd finally, I shall speak about the ridiculous theoiy of the socalled ROS^M..:, RG'S "noble antisemitism". It is absurd to argue with
ROSEMBrRG's counsel, .viio affirms that there exists such a thini'
as a "noble antise,mitism">
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and
the nore absurd it is to argue v/ith Rosenberg. In my state
ment to the Tribunal_, I threw light upon the fascist propaganda

contained ii; the defense speeches.

No?;, I would like to recall to

the Tribunal the text of two of Rosenberg's* documents:

In-his directive of 29.17 41, he wrote:
USA-27S
PS-.1024

"The general solution of the Jewish probD.em • must at the present moment

be carried out by methods of a €empory'characterc SlaVe' labor for Jews,
the creation of Ghettos, etc^, must be the solution of this problem®"

Even more^y^^^^^and

frank is the statement made by Rosenberg in

, November 1942, 'when he, in his capacity of rinister for the Occupied
Eastern Territories, addressed a conference of the Ger;;an labor front:
USSR-170

"We must not be satisfied - said Rosenberg - ivith the deporta
tion of Jews to another country and with the creation here or \

there-of a large Je?d.sh ghetto; no, our cb.ject r.ust always re

main ihe same • The Jovdsh problem in Europe and in Germjany will
be solved only when there are no moVe Jews left on the Europefji continent".
U3A-2S9
P-135

And the operations "Kotbus", the extermdnation of Je?Ts in the Baltic
towns, in the Ukraine and
Byelorussia - all these were carried
out in conforr.dty vdth Rosenberg's theories and-with his agrbement..
In 1937 Rosenberg received the,German national prize.
this event, the,fascist press wrote as follo?;s:

USA-.600
RS-3559

Commenting on,

"Alfred Rosenborg has brilliontly succeeded mth his books in
buildin^ up the scientific, and the spiritual foundations of,
and in consolidating and strengthening the ^philosophy of the '
national-sociali sm.

Only future generations ?all be able to appreciate fully the

profound influence of tliis man on the phiiosophical foundations
of.,-, national-so-dalist state",
the

the
ButJ?future - beca.8ie^bresent.
And I am sure that the Tribunal, will be

able to appreciate duly not only the influence exercised by Rosenberg

on the "philosophical foundations of,j.j^. national-socialist state",
particip
he crir^es against peace and
but also his active participation
in all th^

humanity perpetro.ted by the Hitlerites.
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FRANK

A^lavjyer by training the defendant Hans FRACCK was one of those ^vho

liked to speak about reviewing the "ancient German" lavj- for Germans

about "Principles of Justice", for the "select" about the "right
of the chosen people" to annihilate nations and countries.

In 1939 he v/as the very man^ who had been corrupting the German
legal conception for a long time, to whom Hitler entrusted the
fate of subjugated Poland, Frnak arrived in Poland to realize
practically the prograjnme of enslavement and exterrunation of the

people on the territory of a country possessing a history which
had lasted for ages and original high calturo.
I should like to remind the Tribunal of some of Frank's views

expressed during the first months of his stay in Fo3.and, taken
from his so called "diary". It is hardly worth wMIe to discuss
ivith the defense counsel the probative value of this document.

Frank himself declared to the magistrate that "thj.s document was
of historical importance" and to the question '-whether all his

statements contained in the diary were true' , ho replied "they
fully correspond to what I know".

On 19th January I94O Frank declared with cynical frankness at the
conference of the department-leaders.
USSR-223
page 4
2233-PS

"On 15th v-optember 1939 I was entrusted vd.th the task of governing
the conquered eastern territories and reciovod tl*^ special order
to ruin this territory ruthlessly as a war territory and a war
trophy and to turn it into a heap of rubble from a point of view
of the social, economic, cultural and political structure".
On 31 October 1939^ in the presence of Goebbels at a conference

uniting the leading officials of the Govornment-GGneral, he decla
red: "A perfectly accurate differenciation must be made betrween
the German people - the master-race - and the Polos".
USSR-223

He then remembered the Polish culture v;hich Franlc, as defense

page 3

counsel Dr. Seidl said here, took so great care of. He stated:
"The Poles can be allovred only those possibilities for educating
themselves which v/ould prove the hopelessness of the destiny of
their nation.' Alone bad filras or films demonstrating the might
and greatness of the Germans can' be taken into consideration
for the purpose".

'V 'iti
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.One of Frank^s first instructions v^-as the order to shoot hostages.
US-^?.-33^

Later on similar orders vj'ere to tje coimted by the hundred and the

thousand until they finally culminated in the edition of
dated 2 October 19U3*

On 10 November 1939 FIIJJK vfas informed that the day of Polish inde
tj3sr-.335

pendence v»'as approaching and that posters were

be hung up on certai

houses to remind the Poles of their national holiday# The

U$SR-223
page 3

following entry then appeared in FRiiNK's "Diary": "The Governor-

USSr-223

General decrees that one inhabitant of the male sex is to be taken

from every house on which a poster of this kind is hung up and is t
be shot" * "The Pole must feel that we do not intend building a

lawful

..state for hin#" The short extract ;7e are quoting from the

speech FR*iNK made at the conference of the department-chiefs of

the "Government-General" characterizes this hitlerite "lav/yer" far
better than lengthy excerpts taken from his parade-speeches v/hich
we v/ere obliged to listen to here •«#

The criminal activity of Th.lK in Poland is so very manifold, that
there is no possibility, in a short speech, to reconstruct to the
Tribunal the innumerable proofs of FIL.NK's guilt v/hich have been
submitted in this court—room and which are evidently still fresh in
the memory of the Judges^

But from FRiNK^s criminal activities in Poland we must segregate

the predominant trait v/hich is PH-ANK's activity as the murderer
of millions of people#

Of course he looted, he was GOEKING's Plenipotentiary for the

U-year plan and he looted, so to say,„bg

this "oapacit;

He sent over 2 million Poles to Germany for forced labour# The at

USSr-223

page 6

tempt of the aefense to represent FR^'^NK as "the enemy of coercive
methods of recruitment", can be based only on the assumption that i
body excepting

counsel had studied Frank's diurics#

For

FRii-NK never can escape documents such as the minutes of the meeting
of the department loaders dated 12 april 19iiO,or the notes

of Gauleiter Sauckel of the 18 /xugust 19h2, or the tr-

of the meeting v/ith .Buehler, Krueger and others of the^!5^iB^il 19J

But he sent people to forced labour in order to v/ring them ciry
in t:^e interests of the "Reich" before sending them
bo their, doom
regime, set up by Hans FliiNK throu-rhout
Poland durin.g all the stages of the temporary German domino+-!nn
in this country,
^--xncuion
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was a rename for the inhujnan destruction of millions of people
ty means of varied, hut equally criminal, methods.

It is not merely inciuGptal that the G-ermann—fascist assassins who

annihilated 11 thousanLL:^poXj_gj^prisoners of war in Katyn forest

should refer to the ra^ime v;hich FRAUK instituted in Poland as an

excanple^of his own activities (as the Tribunal has been able to
ascertain not so-iiery lonf: ago in this court-room, from the evidence
presented by the former deouty to the mayor of Smolensk - -nrof
EASILPVSia.)
"

•I-considcr it to^bo prrticularly important, at"this point to empha
size tne conception

tion -after the war:

2 had of the relations with the Polish •oopul?'-

.

-

insistently draw your attention, said FRii-HK, to

" .

the fact tl:icat, should peace be concluaea, nothing v;ould chanro in
our treatment .This peace vzill signify that v/c, as a worlo ;owcr

"SSR 223

/

will conduct more firmly than hitherto our tencral lire of''poliiy"

This peace would signify th-at we will have to earn:/ out colonization
on an grandiose

, scale,' but the principle v;ill not have che.nmccU''

This was stated in 1940 when.FEAi^E was contenplating the first mss
murder of the Polish "intelligentsia", the so-called "AB" action.

In 1944, at ^ho meeting of the agricultural leaders at Sakopanc
PRAITK said:

If Wo tvin the '-ar, then in my opinion we could make mince
meat of the Poles and Ukrainians and.of all those who £rc idling-arouna the Government-General. If only we keep them in subcrcUn-'tion
'SSR 223

.

during wnr-ti- c- "Come whet imay".

21

It^was not FRAi^is fault, that as early as
dreaming to"make
"minced meat" of Poles and Ukrainians he was conpelled, to add: "If

we win the war". At this time he couldn't be ais emphatiO'

11s utterings. as on 2n. August 1943, \,hen at the reception of the
Party speakers in the Royal Palace in Cracow he spoke about the
exterminated Polish Jcv-^s:
USSR 223
0.

21

"Here wo started: out with 3*500.000'Jews .-now but -a few wor'cers -

-roiaain from this-nuEE^QP. All ih© oth^r5,..w^. shall, some day say,
emigrated".

w
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FRANK himself as well as his coiinsel tried to affirm that the

defendant had known nothing about v/hat was going on at the concentration camps of the General .Government. Hovfever, in this very "Secret
report" addressed to Hitler by FRINK, vfhlch the defense counsel tried
to utilize on behalf of FRANK v/e may find a confirmation of the

fact that FRANK was well informed about Vvhat v/as happening in the
camps« It is said there: .

"Most of the Polish intellectuals are not susceptible to tlpe
influence of the nev/s from Katyn and in answer quote similar atrocitic
in Auschwitz" •

Then FRidTK cites a highly characteristic passage describing the

reaction of the Polish workers to the jrevoking 'communications of the
Germans about Katyn:
I

ife:"/ . • '

"There are concentration camps in Auschwitz and ilaidanek, where mass

murder of the Poles was carried out along chain-production lines,"
and further:

"Today, unfortunately, the Polish public opinion and not only the in.,
tellectuals, compare Katyn to the mass death rate in the German

"concentration camps, as well as to the shooting of men, women, and
even of children, and old people, when carrying out collective punishmt
in the districts."

After the "secret report" addressed to fiitler there was no other

,"new coT^se" on FiV^NK^s part. On the contrary F.l-.NK published his
regiilation of 2nd October 19^13? virhich the defendant himself termed ,
as "dreadful", when questioned by his counsel. After his--"regulatloh''

had been carried into effect many thousands of innocent people became
his victims. The number of executions' increased steadily till it
amounted to 200 persons executed at a time in Marsaw#
US'^R-33$
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The same thing happened in the streets of all the Polish towns, where "
the so-called "police courts" carried out executions, as it is'said
in the text of the regulation itself, Imtnediately following the verdic
The people doomed to die were brought to the place of execution

wearing paper clothing, with their lips glued together with stickingplaster, their mopth stuffed with plaster, bled >7hite

in prison, ixt the state conference held in Cracov7 on l6th

Recember 19U3i vrhere FRj.iNK stated Yfith great satisfaction that the
executions had "favourable eonaequences", another question was simul
taneously discussed. In the records of this conference it is said:

- .1

aPiPpi'-pS''
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••;vvAv'fSv.-v.,A.•:

v/JMiisM
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must discuss the question v/hether, it is possible to arrange
special nlaces of execution, as it has been established that the

^•^lish •oopulation gathers at accessible olaces of execution to

collect the earth saturated vdth blood into vessels v/hich they

place in Churches".

The defense counsel tried to speak here about interminable dissen
sions of Frank with the police; he had allegedly disagreed \vith
their action,

lot us see what kind of dissensions these v/ere.

The first "sonder-action" carried out in Poland,namely: the AB ope
ration - a physical extermination of seiroral thousands of Polish
intellectuals - had not been initiated by the police, but had been
initiated by Fr.ank hi.aself. According to the "decree of Hitler of
2nd Kay, 1942, dhe director of the nolice was subordinated to the
Governor General.

Mien some dissensions betvrocn Frank and the

chief of the police did arise, it was KRUFG"3R who had to leave his
post of police chief ,v;horca3 Fractr. rema-'-sod Governor General of Poland.
for the Oborgruppenfuehror KOPd'h who took' the place of KRU"SGF]R,
who else was .it but F.R/'UiC who expressed his thanks to him on l6th
December 1943 i'or shooting tiie hostages, "his gratitude for his
fruitful work" ai^d no^ed wieh satisfaction "a .••;reat specialist is
st the head of the police at the Government Gtoneral". It is incom
prehensible about v/hai: dhsso/islons coneeming •'"•lie policy was counsel

SilDL tallying o.bout.
His counsel evoi.' tried to represent FRAi^K as "a singularly peaceful;. ,

antisemite", who ^-ntcj:t;.-inin^ a no;:ative attitvLclG towards the Jovrishv-.
people never loiitiated massacre.-

It io :tao':r,prohe:"..'.5i

the Jcvrs or even instigated same.

iji hhi'i or. "; he/, cd

•• n

-Xi.-lr.': Wurho of FRj'iNK

v/orj.d z-fj j r.horrr'""" or. by tne coun5^'"L;
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" Tho de'w; o :r*a. e ir.hab should be exterminated.
vre .au.'h. -/e.: o:,:
ho snlJ-i bo c. CxO away wr_th",
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"You see how the state organs are v^orking, you see that they
don't hesitate before anything and stand up people by the dozen against
the wall", - This is the nanner in which Frank himself at a conference

of the Standartenfuehrers held the 18 ?.^arch 19ii2 characterized the
bloody regime of terror set up throuought Poland.
"I did not hesitate to declare that for one German 'killed up to a

hundred Poles would be shot" - these words were pronounced by Frank

on the 15 January 19hk at a meeting of the political leaders of theN'^DAP,

USSH-223
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"Had I gone to the Fuehrer and told hin:":;y Fuehrer, I am reporting to
you that I have exterroiated another l^^.OOO Poles", he would have said:
"Perfect, if it was indispensable"- stated on the 18 :iarch 19hh whilst
making a speech at the Reichshof, that very sarae FRANK v/ho now tries to

convince the Tribunal that he had some "differences of opinion on
roatters of principle" with Hitler and Hiriialer.

The declarations that FiLiNK made during the first months of his stay
in Poland were a veritable programme of murder v/hich \/ere perpetrated
by the defendant methodically, ruthlessly and according to plan.
FliiNK, of course, was fully aware of the fact that should vmr not
bring victory vfith it, he would have to cr.rry the full responsibility

for the crimes Gomr,iitted in Poland as well as for his participation in
the fascist conspiracy.

.,3 early as I9U3 FMK spoke about this at a meeting vrith his
accomplices, '.'e must give credit vrhere it is due: as a lav^yer he was
much more correct In his depiction and formulation of the concepts

of a criminal conspiracy than certain lawyers at this trial who,
basing themselves on outmoded understandings, endeavour to dispute
the foundation for a conspiracy put forvrard by the prosecution

It Tj-as at this government meeting held in the presence of the police on

\

tVie 25 January I9I13 that the Governor -General of that time declared to
Hlnsnler'e hyenafi"':

•♦I would like to emphasize one point: we must not squirm
US^H 223

page 18

when^we hear of.17,000 people being shot. These shot people are also
victims of war. Let us now remember that all of us, assembled here,
figure on the list of criminals
''":4

\
\

.'•d

\

\

f

«

$7*

of

Roosevelt* I have the honor of being number one* "e have become,

so to sayj aoconplices on a v/orld history scale* -^t is exactly for this
reason that vre have to keep together and must share the sane general

ideas and it vould be simply funny if we started to wash our dirty
linen in public by bickering about methods"*

This appeal to murder is very far from the "interminable quarrels
with the police v/hich defendant Fi^NK spoke about here.

The defendant made a mistake about one thing; he was incorrect in
defining his place in the dock. But he was not mistaken about the

fundamentals: he t-^ok his: place in the dock as a "criminal on a
v;orld history scale".

j-s-I
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history cf the development

G K

the nazi movement in G-ermany

and the numerous crimes of the Hitlerites are indisaolu'bly connected
with the name of the defendant Vilhelm PHICH*

As Minister of the Interior of the Hitlerite ^-overnm.ent, 5HICiC partici
pated in the issuing of numerous lavrs, decrees and othpr acts directed
towards the destruction of democracy in Germ^y, the persecution of the

churchj the discrimination against the Jews etc.

In this capacity, the defendant FRIGE contributed most actively to
the creation in Germany

of the hitlerite totalitarian state.

Duriny a period of, many years, the German secret state police ('^•cstapo)
which was to acquire a gruesome fame^ vra.s subordinated to the defendant
FRIGE,

Official
TSanscript
morning

order concerning the extermination of aged people and of the insan© .
was issued in 1940 by no other than the defendant FRIGE,

26-4-46

p. 37-38

In his capacity of Minister of the Interior of Hitlerite Germany, esd

the witness GISBVIUS testified to this in court, FEICK was fully cogni
sant of the. vast system of concentration camps spread throu'ihout the

Reich, as well as of the existence in these camps of an inhuman regime. •

The part played by the defendant FRICK in the preparation and the reali

zation of the Hitlerite government's aggressive plans, was considerable.
He was a moQborrof the State Defense Council as well as Plenipotentiary
for General Administration,

All the documents, by xirhich the Hitlerite conspirators legalized the
incorporation by Germany of the zeizcd territories, were signed, among

others, by the defendant FRIGE,
In his capacity of Protector of Bohemia and Moravia, the defendant FRICK

bears personal responsibility for all the crimes committed on that terri
tory by the Hitlerites,

^
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After the fcloneous attack of hltlcrite Geriran^ upon the Soviet Union,
the defendant FHIGK^s Ministry of the Interior participated most
actively in the setting up of the administration in the seized terri

tories of the USSR. The machinery of the German occupational authorities

in tho Jiast, was manned mainly by officials of the Ministry of the
Interior.

5?horo is no need to dwell again upon the part played by this machinery,
which was created with the most rctive cooperation of the defendant

?HICK, in the cxterm.ina.tion, the driving into slavery and the other
inhuman actions tsairicd out against the civilio.n population of the
occupied territories.

5RICK bears full and direct re^-nsibility, for all these crimes in
asmuch as he was an active participant of the Nazi con^iracy.

•
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STREICHER

Notwithstanding the fact that during the war years, the defendant

Julius STREICHER did not formally hold functions directly connected v/ith the
perpetration of murders and mass execaoions, it is hard to overestimate
the crimes committed by this man*

Together with Hiiraaler, Kaltenbrunner, Pohl arid those who conceived, constructed
and switched into action the gas chambers and "gas-wagons"? together with

those who personally committed mass "actions", STREICI^ER must bear
responsibility for the most cruel crimes of German fascism*

The enflaming of national and racial dlssention, the cultivation of

depraved cruelty arid the calling to murder

all this was not only the party

function of this man, but also the source of his income*

§8
3till

And it is not by accident, that in his greeting to STREICHER dated .Vpril 1937#
and
y^hioh is already known to the Tribunal, HBGaFR expressed his high esteem for
the merits of "Der Stuermer" and of its publisher.

'^ne ©an consider STREICHER as the actr^l "spiritual father" of those v/ho quar
tered the children of Tremblinka. Had it not been for the "Stuermer" and its

those/
publisher, German fascism would not have been able to educate at such shQ'^A.not:

mass cadres of raurerers v/ho personally put into effect the criminal plans

of, Hitler md his gang, by murdering over 6 million European jews.

Over a period of many years, STREICHER spiritually corrupted the children and
youth of Germany* The so-called "children's editions" of the "Stuermer" have
been submitted to the Tribunal,

tieno- And therefore, together with Baldur von SCHIRACH, STREICHER must bear
psni

0,1* responsibility for the selection of Jewish children from the Lvov ghetto, for
target practice by the morally depraved "Hitler-Jugend", It is not by accident,
8 ♦

\o^ that von SCHIRilCH held in so high an esteem STREICHER's "historical merits".

I

y

No.l/

The fanatical "Nurnberg laws" were only the " beginning of the struggle" for thi
Jr "judeophobe

i

. ' (as he called himself; who was also the organizer of the first

Jewish pogroms. As the Tribunal can recall, after these lav/s were issued,
Streioher called for the physical ext^ v-^Ination of the Javs in Europe and
he wrote: "This problem will only be solved when world Jev/ery is exterminated,"

61,

I will not dwell again, either, on the shameless and mendacious

"ritual numbers" of the Sti&ner, which were to incite the SS men
tOTfards the kUling of millions of guiltless persons and to justify
any atrocity directed against the jews. These proofs of STailCHER's

guilt, which Tfere among others, submitted to the Tribunal, are of
coinnoh knowledge and not subj, cted to any doubt*

GB-332
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In 1939 he anticipated teidanek and Trebllnka and wrote that

e-ves azo„e"-will testify to the previous existence of jews
in Europe,

In 191,3, when the gas chambers of Treblinka and Auschwitz were
already engulfing millions of victims, the "Stuermer" published
articles inciting to the liquidnticn of the "ghetto", articles
Which were full of lies .nd maliciousness and finally the "Stuermer"

could state witb-eadistical satisfaction that:" The Jews of Europe
have di!S3»peared",

SKEicim Ii.d .11 hi. 111.. H.
I do hot h.™

t. ih._

^

h.

by these lies, or whether he lied from habit or out of fear.
But It .... t. o. th.t It „t h. .pp.,..,,
lW-.lf, th.t hi. 1... 11. rtii
bring him salvation*
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C H A C H T

In carrying out a vast and complicated task the defendant,

Hjalmar SCHACHT played an eimninent part in the preparation and
the realization of the criminal plans of the Nazi consjjiratorG»
SCHiiCHT's defense position is extremely simple#

If he is to be believed, purely patriotic motives drew him to

Hitlerism, He was against aggressive wars but for the rearmament of
Germany in order to maintain peace#

He was for the return of Germany's

colonies in view of establishing economic stability in Europe#

Having come to the conviction that the policy of the Nazi government was
directed towards an excessive armament snd thereby bore the menace of
another v;orld war, SCHii-GHT Vfent over to the opposition. He sabotaged
the measures taken by the Hitlerite government and as a result he vras
persecuted as a participant In the plot against Hitler,

Defendant SCHACHT strives now to depict the enthusiastic letters, full

of expressions of loyalty vdiich he addressed to Hitler, as a method

of camoilaging his real oppositional feelings towards the Hitlerite
regime #

Actually, SCH/\CKTi3 connection with the Nazi movement begins as early
as 1930# SCHACHT was drawn to National Socialism and both Hitler

and Goerlng sought SCHACHT's support. Indeed the latter, with
hio vast connections in Germany's industrial and financial spheres,
could, like nobody else, render invaluable services to the Nazi
movement. And this he did#

FS-U57

ps-376

August 29, 1932, in a letter to Hitler, SCHACHT assured

the latter of his loyalty#
These were not mere words, for more than anybody Defendant SCHACHT
played a decisive part in Hitler's advent to power# It vras he, Schaoht,
who organized the demand formulated by the German industrialists
for ^itler to be named Reich

'.ncellor#

US-I6I
D203

As early as 1932 he, Schacht, declared to von fapen, v/ho was then Reloh
Chancellor of Germany;" Hand over your post to Hitler".
again Schacht who, in 1933, on the
of the Reichstag elections,

US-6i?5

called

US-767

liiilfe

the conference of industrialists which created an election

several million marks for the Nazi party#

63..

Hitler's closest follower, GOEBBEIS, characterizes thus the part'
played by SCHaCHT and his importance in the creation-of Nazi Germany#

On the 21st of November, 1932, he vn'ote dovm in his diary:"In a talk
with Dr# oCEiCI^T, I came to the conviction that he fully shares our

US—262 -

point of view# He is one of t\e few who fully agrees with the position 0'
the Fuehrer,"

PS-2I4O9

his spring fair speech at leipzig, on the Uth of March, 1935, the
defendant SCEvCHT depicted himself His part in the Nazi st'ite;

"I can assure you that all that I do and all that I say is in full

agreement with the Fuehrer, and that I will do and say nothing that
would not be approved by the Faehrer. That is why it is the Fuehrer
and not I vfho is the bearer oi" economic reason."

AS SCHACHT expected. Hitler appreciated/raerits at their full value,
^

niLs

^Urte-r his advent to power in 1933 ^itlcr immediately nominated SCHACHT

to the post of President of the Reichsbrink and then to the Ministry of
Economy, and finally to the post of plenipotentiary General on matters
of "fer Economy,

'j-'he prosecution and the

' proceedings have proved the extraordinary

part played by SCHACHT in the preparation of Germany's armaments and con.
sequently in the launching of aggressive "Vfars#

US-.838
PS

^3901

The former war minister, von BLOiffiFRG, testified that in 193? the .
development plans of the armed forces Y/ere close to completion and that
SCHaCHT v,-as informed of these plans -r-nd of their financing#
^6HACHt v/as one of the most consistent partisans of the Nazltg criminal
plans. In a talk with the United States Ambassador Fuller on the 23rd of
.September, 1936, SCHACHT state-' that: "Germany absolutely needs colonies#

^00
Us-629

we
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dpeaking in Vienna in March, 1938, SCHiCHT declared:

^^"^007
pg-297

negotiations# If not,*

beize them."

. ^on its course, becauseprevent
the great
GermanGerman
people from ContiPUing
Adolf Hitler
unified
will and German thought. He strengthened it with reinforced nrn^d

forces and in the end he gave an outer shape to the inner unitv
of Germany and Austria#"
inner unity
Defendant SGH..CHT was entrusted with extraordinary powers in ttie

sphere of ymr economy.

^ povvero in tne

I
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Over a period of many years SCHACHT cumulated the functions of Reichs-

bank ^resident, minister of Economy, and Plenipotentiary General of
Var Economy* -

Be it only as a result of these positions, the defendant SCH/iCHT
played an enormous and decisive part in the creation and resurrection o.

Nazi Germany's v^ar economy and armed forces*

:S-6UU

This activity of the defendan- SCH/lCHT is clearly described

-lOli

3-650

in the numerous laudatory letters v/hich he received from Hitler,

S-397

The defendant SCHACHT and no other was the creator of the adventurous

method of issuing so-called ":iefo bills", by which twelve millions of
Reichsmarks vfere signed, aside from the budget assignations, to

Germany economy for rearmament purposes,

/•n was already stated above, the defendemt SGHXHT attempted, at
various periods of his activity, to stress his alleged ever-increasing

dissension with the Nazi regime. In reality, SCHjiCHT was carrying out
a double game, On one hand, he shielded himself from the responsibility

for the criminal policy of the Nazi government by flirting "'.•ath persons

who actually did strive to overthrow the Nazi regime, ancf^he other, he
remained loyal to this regime.

It waa only in 19h3j when the •ov/nfall of Nazi Germany be«ame apparent
to such a hard-boiled politician as SCHACHT, that he established
connection i.ith oppositional circles, HoT^ever, true to himself, he took
precautions for any event and he did not actually do anything personally
to overliifircfiv the Nazi regime, and that is v>rhy he v/as spared by Hitler*
That is the portrait of the defendant SCHACHT, and that is the part
played by him in Hitler's CQruS]:>iracy and war crimesi

It is the part of the creator of Nazi Germany's war economy and
of ^in instigator of the Second V.brld ' ar launched by the criminal
Nazi government*

—
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SMT O.
Walter 5\mk 'becain© a nazi 1' .g "before his official adMssion in 1931,

into the memherahip of the NSDAJ?, and he remained a nazi up to the -enc
His economic knowledge, his experience as a journalist, his extensire

connections with the leaders of the Garman industry, trade and finan
ce— were put by him at the serrice pf the Hitlerite eonspirators.

^

article published in the newspaper "Das Eeich" on 13 August 1940,

under the heading "Walter Jiunk ^ pioneer of the national—socialist
thought
USSEr-45C

read as follows 4

"Walter Jtink was true to his prineiples because he vra.s, is and always

Irans.

7.V.46,

will be a true national-socialist, a champion, deyoting all his labour

morn»ses«

page 51

to the victory of the Stiehrer's ideals".

What was meant by Fuehrer's ideals, we already know only too well.
S^lnk devoted to these "Ideals" 15 years of his life.

Trans •
6.T.46
eT.ses.

Funk declared that he had nothing in pomiDon with the SS, but it was

he, Funk, who transformed the caves of the Reichsbank into deposito

pp 57-62

ries for the treasures, plundered by the SS-men in the Eastern and
other occupied territories*

Trans •

Funk personally gave orders, after his Jjegotiations with Himmler, to

7,7*46
morn.s*

take into the Reichtfbank the golden tooth plates, the glass rims and

pp.1-22

other valuables belonging of the victims of numerous concentration

sangps, tortured to death*
Trans.
3,1.46

The Gruppenfuehrer SS Holler was Funk's deputy.

morn.s.

on his conscience.

p.l7.
•tJSA-36
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Funk, supplementing Schacht's measures, put the whole of Germany's
economy at the serrioe of the aggressive Hitlerite plans, and later

TJaAr-663
PS-2409

Under Funk's dlreotlo

operated Olendorf, this murderer, who has the death of i^O.OOO persons

on *- the economy ' of the territories GarLiana occur iei as wall.

Already in May 1939, Funk, together with his Pe-'.uty, Landfried, elabo
rated plans for the financing of the war and the utilization of th^ ccc
mio" reasources of Germany a?
purposea.

annexed OzechoaloTakia, for war

r
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PS-378

On 23 June 1939, FlUHl takes part in-the conference of the Reich De
fense Council, v.'hich elehorated detailed plans for tho reconversion
of all national econoray to a war footin'^.

USSK-452

Already at thr^t epoch, FUNK was not only informed of Germany's iirr-.
pcndin. al|tack on Poland, was not only coopera.tin!'^ in the realirjation
of tnis ai^fTrr-ssive plan , hut
s also preparing economically ne'-''

USA-782

wars, the seizure of nev; territories. Such were "Fuehrer's" great

political aims "v;hich v/ere set out hy FUNK, a few months lator, in
his f>.rticlc entitled "vFconopac and Financi.-^l mohilization",
I shall mention one more document, •On 25 Au-^st 1939, FUNK wrote
to HITLER;

"Fclc'jna.rsha.l GOERIl'G tc^ld me th-'.t my Fuehrer yestiorday evening
G3, 49
PS-699

approved the main points of tho measuie-s conceived hy me for the finan

cing of war, stahllization of prices, fixation of vmgos ana the or

ganization of suhscription/ohligatory donnations; this news made me
/to

hap-py".

A long time before the treacherous attack of Germany aga.inst the

USSR, FUNK participated in the elaboration of plans for the spoliation
of..the. riches of the Soviet-Unicin,

TON attached his collaborators to HOSFHSFRG's ministry and to tho
Economic Staff OST - this pred-'.-.jry organization, FUITK's agents took
Xoart also in tne plunder of Czoc.ioslovakia, Jugosl-^yia and other
occupied countries.

.aUi\K wa.s tho president of the "Continental OJl" Conpany, which was
created for thr exploitation by Germans of tho oil fields

occupied Eastern territories, and e^ecially, thr oil fields

in the

of

C-rosny and Ueku.

7-5-46

FUl^K wr s in full agrsement with the predatory aims of the \mv
la.unched by Germany aga.inst the USSR, He made n speech on 17 'December

morn,

1G41 in Prague-, to the effect that the East is the future Gorina.ii

Trans,

pp 1—C4

colt. ny, FUNK p^'rticipated -at the conference v/hich took place on
6—8—1942 at GOERL-.-G'e office, for the discussion of the most eifec—

tivo mea.Gures for the economic plunder of tho occupied territories
of the US iR, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Jugoslavia, France, "orwc-y,
and other countries.

.•jLii.,..
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At this conference, as v/ell as at the confernece of the "Central

Planning 3oard", fUHS participated in the elahoration of plans for
the deportation to slavery of millions of people

from the occupied,

territories.

Such are the fundamental stages of the criminal activity o^j^itlerite
conspirator,

defendant FUITK — Hitler's personal adviser on the

economic questions since 1931, Reich Minister and Plenipotenti-ary
C-eneral for Economic questions, President of the Reichsoank and memher

of the Reich Defense Couneil, during the period of the preparations

and the realization of/&tminal plan fconspiracy),
The guilt of PUNK, this active participant of fascist conspir- cy
for the realization of crimes against individuals^ in '^rar crimes

r?.nd crimes against humanity - this guilt has been fully proved and he

must hear the responsihility for the evil deedsporpetrated hy him.
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SCKIRiiCH

Since 1931 and until the end of the vrar, the defendant Baldur von SCHIRACI
was at the head of the Nazi youth*

. After the publication"of 1st December 1936, of a desree eoncerning
the Hitlerite youth, von Schirach v/as
leader of youth

in.liis capacity of the Reich

directly subordinated to Hitler*

In his depositions before the Court, the defendant SCHEtiCH, in his
efforts to avoid the responsibility for the education of the German

youth in the spirit of national-socialist ideas, made frequent

references -to

fact that "Hitlerjugend" v;as '

a youth organization

independent of the nazi party and the Hitlerite government*

For the purposes of his defense, the defendant SCHIRACH deemed it possible
and relevant to refer to the great Goethe, whose T/ords -"the youth itself
educates young people"-were utilised by SGHIR^XH with open cynicism*
Goethe was, of coiirse, right when he said that "the youth itself
educates the young people"* But he meant the healthy, full value,
joyfull youth, and not youth corrupted with the obscur ari-isni of the

US "^-378
(p*2^2)

Hitlerisn, described clearly by the words of Hitler adaressed to
HAUSCHNING:

""7e shall educate youth before which the whole world shall tremble -

rough, exacting, oruel youth. That is v^hat I want, Cur youth must be in
the possession of all these qualities, -^t must be vdthout pity before
suffering, ^tnust be without weakness or softness. I want to see a glint

of^/^ld animal in its eye,"
/uid the Defendant SCHIRaCH instilled systematically the ideas of

Hitlerism in the conscience of German youth and educated the German
youth in the spirit of Hitler's wishes, modelling them after the image

of i 'Le grown-up leaders of^/feitlerite band*
i"

During cross-exainination, the defendant SCHIRACH was, at the end.
forced to admit that the German youth was brought up in the spirit

of niitionalTSocialist ideas, that members of the S*A,^officers of the

German armed forces and the .SS, participated in its education, and that
intense preparation of the youth for war was being carried out in Germany
For this purpose, special agreements were made between the Reich leaders

of "^"^itlerjugend" and the OK-T, as represented by the
1.1'|
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defendant Eeitel and the Reichsfuehrer Himmler, which made proTisions

for the education of youth in the spirit of agressive militarism and
appropriate enlistment and the pr^aration of youth for the
German armed forces and the SS units.

The nart tahen b;/ the defendant von Schirach and his--;participation
in the common conspiracy, in v/ar crimes and crimes against huirnnity,
are best of all characterised by the behaviour of the German 7/outh

brought up in "Hitlerjugend" during the war.

m

The Soviet prosecution has presented to the Tribunal under #USSR-6,
in conformity with Article 21 of the Charter, a report of the
Extraordinary State Commission about the crimes of the Germans on
the territory of Lwov; region.

This report records the declaration of the Erench citizen

Ida

V/asseaux about the inhuman execution by the members of the "Kitler-

jugend" of young children, of whom they made targets for shooting.
USSR-455

In her written deposition
to the questionnaire of

of 16 May 1946, and also in her answers
Counsel for the defendant Schirach,

Ida ^.v'asseaux confirmed this declaration in full.
Conclusive testimony about the actions of the members of the

"Hitlerjugend" in tho cadre of the German armed forces v^ere given
ty a-German soldier, war-prisoner, Hertom Knitel, himself a
USSR-454

former

"Hitlerjugend" since 1938 and,/at the ago of

18, v;as recruited in^9:hc German army in 1942,

Describing his participation in numerous crimes, Hert Ehitel,
declared:

"In the locality of Lishaisk, oup company sot on fire in June 1943
a house with all the people who vrere in it,.. All those tried to

jump out of the house, we shot dcm, excepting one old woman whom we did
shoot, dov/n, as she lost her mind before our very eyes,,,"
Eor all these crimes, the defendant von Schirach bears full

responsibility together with Hcrt Knitel and thousands of others.
Schirach himself did not, of course, shoot, did not

he armed the German youth, morally corrupted
for the realization of any atrocjity.

but

and prepared ±%

But the activity during^ the war of tho "Hitler,jugend" and the defen

dant Schirach was not limited to fchese crimes' only.

llim}i'f«lASiiia^ III I
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USSR-193

The "Hitlerjugend" took an active part in the preparation of the war

US3R-36
USSR-357

of aggression by the creation of fifth columns in Poland and

Yugoslavia; the official reports of the Polish and the Yugoslav
Governments testify to this fact. The Organization "Hitlerjugend"
took an active part in the execution of all the measures undertaken by

the Ministry for Occupied Eastern Territories, and this is ^hown
by the report of the .defendant ROSENBERG, presented to the Tribunal as

31039-PS; it participated also in the deportation for slavery from the
of, .
occupied territories/children
between the ages of 10 and lii, which

fact is proved by a document presented to the Tribunal under
# 1031-PS,.

,V

In his capacity of Reich Deputy and Gauleiter of Vienna, SCHmCH
directed personally the eviction of 60.O00 Jews from Vienna, and who
afterwards were exterminated in the concentration camps of Poland,
The documents presented by the Prosecution ^ weekly reports addressed
to SCHIRiiCH, prove the fact that he v;-as informed of all the numerdus

crimes perpetrated by the Germcn armed forces and the occupation
authorities in the East, and , in particular, about the tragic fate of.
the tens of thousands of Jevrs "eported from Vienna.

In 191,0, the defendant SCHm.cn eent a telegran to BOR.mNN, in which he

demanded the destruction from'air of one of the cultural towns of
Great Britain,

, in answer to the murder of HEIDRICH, that butcher

of Bohemia and Morac'ia.

This telegram' ia in itself

a sufficientlv

^

•

•

Vivid and convincing

description of the moral aspect of von SCHIR..CH.
the/

Faithfull to Hitlerite clique, ight to the end, aware of all its

criminal deeds, in Vhlch he himself took an active part - the defen- ant
von SCnmCH is onb of the most sinister figures of the third Reich.

'•• •'
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I already indicated in my Opening Statement that the action of deporting
civiliansj men, women and children for forced labor into Germany, was one
of the most iiq^ortant in the chain of heinous crimes committed by the germa
ne—fascist usurpers.

The desisive role in this sinister crime was enacted by the defendant
Eritz Sanckel.

During cross-examination in this court-room defendant Sanckel could not help

but admit that during the war

• about 10 million enslaved laborers origi

nating both from occupied territories and from the mnks of prisoners of war,

were utilized in German industrial ^nidertakings and also partly for German
agricultural labor.

Whilst admitting the deportation to Germany and the utilization for the war

industry of Hitlerite Germany of millions of workers from the occupied terrl/•

tories, Sauckel denied the criminal character of this action, affirming that

the recruting of labor, was allegedly carried out on a voluntary basis.
This assertion is not only a lie but a slander against the millions of honest

patriots of the Soviet Union, of CzcehoslGvakia. Yugoslavia. Poland. Prance,
Holland, who, devoted to their country, were forcibly sent for labor into
Hitlerite Germany.

The attempts of defendant Sanckel to depict hie part of plenipotoiitiary ge
neral as merely consisting of coordinating and controlling other governmeht
laoor organizations are futile. As the Plenipotentiary general for lahor

employment, Sanckel was invested h; Hitler with supreme and all-enocmpasslng
powers, and was, in hie activity, directly and personally subordinate to
Goering.

^d Sa^kel extensively used these full powers lu order to deport to Germany
l^bor from occupied territories.

^

There is no need to refer to the extensive documentary evidonoe presented to
the Tribunal and which Irrefutably establish the criminal character of the,
methods of mass deportation into slavery of the population of occupied terri
tories as well as the role of the defendant Sauckel in organizing those crlmee

I iiiiJi.Tiliiln !•'
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^TSA-171
)31-PS -

USSR-365
025-PS
us .1-698

How far these crimes extended iB shown In the operation carried out
by the- German military and civil authorities ,
' : ciphered under

the name "Serio",Tdiich provided for the" forced deportation of children

from the ages of 10-lU into slavery, as ivell as for the deportation of
Ukrainian girls destined by Hitler for Germanisation,

The defendant Sauckel has tried to assure the Tribunal that he had

strictly complied with the demands of the Geneva and Hague Conventions
doneerning utilization of labor of prisoners of v/art However his ov^m
instructions fully expose his lies
uSa-206

The defendant Sauckel had planned beforehand the forced utilization
of Soviet war prisoners for the v^ar industry in Germany and never
made any difference betv^een them and the civilian labor forces.

The inhuman conditions under vrhich the foreign workers and prisoners
of V7ar deported for slavery livedj, are testified to by the numerous
documents submitted as evidence»

The defendant Sauckel himself was obliged to admit that foreign

vjorkers were kept in camps vfit;. barbed v/ire and v^ere obliged to
wear special identifying badges^

The witness Dr. rjilhelm Fger summoned to the Tribunal by counsel
for the defence was obliged to give an awful picture of the conditions
under v/hich the enslaved workers at Krupp's v;orks lived*
..ifter all^this, the deposition of the other vfitness Fritz "ishofer

seems ridiculous because trying to "excuse Sauckel, he manifestly .
overdid it by informing the Tribunal that he allegedly saw foreign

workers walking and enjoying themselves in the Prater in Vienna.

The defendant Sauckel showed great activity in committing all these
crimes. In "^pril 19143 he personally visited the towns: Rowno, Kiev,
Dniepropetrovsk, Saporozhie, Simferopol, mnsk, Riga and-in June of
the same year - Prague, Cracow, and again Kiev, Saporozhie and Melitopol
in order to force the deportation of labor.
195-PS

.Vid ±t was as a result of his journey to the Ukraine in 19i43 that
Sauckel expressed his gratitude for the successful mobilization of

labor forces, to the Heiohscoi.unissar of the Ukraine Koch, known for the
drastically cruel measures whic 1he applied to the Ukrainian population.

not mere chance that the criminal activity of Sauckel was so
highly appreciated xa Hitlerite Germany,

' I'
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On 6th August 1942 the defendant Goering declared at tte conference
of the Reichscomniissars for the occupied territories:
"I do not .wish to praise Gauleiter Sauckel,

He does not need it.

But what he has done in this short tinje in order to gather workers
and to have them brought to our enterprises is a unique achievement,

I must tell everybody, gentlemen, that if each of you applied but

the tenth part of the energy which Gauleiter Sauclcel applied, it
would be easy indeed to fulfil the tasks imposed upon you

In the article published in the Reichsarbeitsblatt" for 1944
dedicated to the 50 anniversary of Sauckel it v^aa said:

"fi'ue to his political task,he pursues bis responsible course with

unyielding consistency and steadiness., with a fanatical belief.
As one of the most faithful adherents of Hitler, he gathers his
/

creative and spiritual stren-:th from the Fuehrer's trust in him",

\

V^hen estimating the criminal activity of Sauckel, Your -Honours will
•

' V

surely consider the tears shed by the mil3-ions of people who
languished in German slavery, of the thousands of people tortured
in inhuman conditions in the worker's camps - they will consider
this and will judge accordin^rly.

V
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IHQ.tTAHO?

The defendant Arthur SETSS-IiTQUAi-jr v.-as appointed by Hitler Chief of the cicil administration in Southern Poland at the beginning of September 1939 and

since 12 October of the same year - Deputy Governor General of Poland.
occupied this post till May 1940.

He

,

Por seven months SBYSS-nrQUAElT personally, under the leadership of
and jointly with him propagated a regime of terror in Poland, and took an

•

active part in elaborating and realizing the plans for the. extermination of
many thousands of people, for the economic plunder and enslavement of the
people of the Polish state*

On 17 Fovember, 1939 SBYSS-IHQUAHT addressed the chiefs of the administratioi

and departments of the V/arsaw Gorernment mentioning among other things, that;
pransc*

when the Gerpian administration acted in the General Government "its leading-

L6*1.4S

'

5V*sesB» principle must be —the interests of the German Reich# By means of a severe
i.24
and unrelenting administration this region must be utilized for German eco

nomy, and in order not to show any unnecessary charity, one must remembere
how the Polish race usurped the Geririan territory"*
Two days later SEYSS—INQUASI instructed the Lublin Governor Brigadenfuehrer
Same

•SS on the same q^uestlon in the following way;

"The resources and the inha—-

transc*

"ip*
33-34

bitants of this country must serve Germany, and they may prosper only within
these limits* The development of independent political thinking cannot be
permitted* Perhaps the Vistula will have an even greater significance for
r

. the fate of Germany than the Rhein".

The report on the official journey of SEYSS-INqUAHl establishes that the
Governor of Warsaw PISCHBR informed the defendant that all valuables of the
J*".

Warsaw bank in gold, precioi^ metal.s and bills of exchange were transferred
to the Reichsbank, whilst the^Polish Inhabitants were obliged to leave their

t', 1 ..

r

depostis in the banks; that the German administration was enploying forced

,4 .

labor; that the Lublin Governor SCHMIDT declared in the prosence of SEYSS—
IHQUART:

^8-2378 "This territory with its strongly marked swampy nature could serve as a
ys-487
region for the Jews.

75 »

^ihere conditions could be created to shoot every tenth of them?
I draw to the attention of the Tribunal the fact that it
was exactly at Majdanek
^Lublin that the Hitlerite henchmen"

created an enormous death concern in which they exterminated

about one million and a har. ? of human beings.

It is also knov^n that Seyss- jnquart, as Prank^s deputy-

Doc,
of

fulfilled on his behalf "special tasks".

Def.

v,I p.125

On 8th December 1939^ Seyss-rlnquart took part in a

conference on the follovdng subjects:
the aopointment of
Prank as authorized plenipotentiary for the 4"Year Plan and

the tasks of the Governor-General "to obtain from the economy

tJSSR-

the Government-General all that is beat and usefxil for the

223
Reich"; the numerous trains of Jews and PoIjs- ^hich had ar^
PS-2233rlved since the lat December from the re^annexed territories,
which transportations woui'd continue - according to Ober-

gruppenfuehrer RS KMege^.-tiU thi. fird.'llP-of DSSer.ber; the iheue
"supplhinhnfary*

Pxtemlin-f"^.^boiir recruitnent to persons of the age of"

lU to 18,

USSRO

On 81st April 1940 the defendant took part in the coniJere'
ference at which measures for forced deportratlon of Polish

223

workers to Germany were elaborated,

on 16 May 1940'the defendant took part in the elaboration
of the AB operation^ vh ich was nothing but a plan of wilful
mass extermination of the Polish intellectuals.

Trans, In conri© ctlon with the appointment of Seyssr-Inqnar* as Heichs*
16,1," kommiasar for the Netherlands, Prank and his worthy cdeputy
46 ev, exchanged farewell speeches;
p,2S -

26

"X am exceedingly glad, said P^ank, to assure you that
the memory of your work in the Government General will live

forever when the future world Reich of the German nation will
be created,.,"

"I have learned much here - ansv/ered Seyss-rXnquart above all about the initiative and firm laadership of the kind

I saw in my friend. Dr. Prank,

^

All my thoughts are connected with the Eaatn
East we have a Natlonal-Saclallst mission, in the West
have functions"

^

In the
we

The function of Seyss-Inquart In the West, as the fun
ctions of other Reich ministers and Kommissars in all terri
tories occupied by the Germans are well known; it is the
function of henchman and plunderer.

r,
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iy colleagues have given the details about the criminal part played by

Seyss-Inquart when annexing Austria and realizing other aggressive
plans of the Hitlerite conspiracy; they have clearly shown how Seyssthe

Inquart applied in/Netherlands the bloody experiment,learned by him
whilst

collaborating with Frank in Poland. . For this reason I
are

may fully support the charges against Seyss-Inquart as they/formulated
in the Indictment.
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As oarly in 1932jWliilot at ill- Reichschancellor of the German republic j the

defendant Franz von PaPEN actively contributed to the development of the
fascist movement in Germany.

Papen rescinded the decree of his predecessor bRUFNIJG pr*ohibiting the
aetivities of the SA storm units. It v^as he v«rho overthrevj- the

Braun-Severing

socialMieniocratic government in Prussia... These

measures strengthened greatly the position of the fascists and contribute
to their accession to power.

In this manner PAPEN cleared the way for Hitler. Having secured the
povj-er for the Nazis, PAPEU himself assumed the post of Vice-Chancellor

in Hitler *s cabinet. In this capacity von PAPEN participated in the

elaboration and the promulgation of a series of legislative acts
which aimed at the consolidation of German fascism.

And later on, during the course of many years, and until the collapse
of Hitlerite Germany, von P»^PEN remained true to his fascist friends

and participated to the utmost of his abilities "in the realization of
the criminal conspiracy.
away/

The defendant von P^iPEN is attempteing now to explain his role in the

development of the hazi movement and in Hitler's rise to power by the
political situa;tion of the country vfhich, according to him, made
Hitler's ^®ccession to power xinavoidable.

The ^eal motives which guided von Papen are that he himself was a
convineed fascist devoted to Hitler,

Speaking at Essen on the 2 November I933, during the electoral
campaign for the Reichstag, PAPEN declared

"From the time that destiny called upon me to become the

S^l^Sb
evening

sess.

pioneer of the national reawakening and rebirth of

our Fatherland, I strove with all my mlcrh+

x x,.

"lignu to support the work

of the national-socialist movement and of its leaders. Just as

I pronounced myself, lAen I became chancellor, for paving the my
for the young shock movement of liberation,

78.

just as on the 3^h January I v:as elected by a merciful providence to
transfer the power to the hands of our Chancellor and Fuehrer, so today
I fell it incumbent upon me to tell the German nation and all those

who have kept their trust in me: merciful God has blessed Germny
by givinc her, in the days of deep distress, such a leader v/ith

the relihble intuition of a statesman, who will lead her through
all misfortunes and v;eaknesses, through all crisis and dangers to
a happy future"•

The International iiilitary Tribunal will appreciate to the full the

criminal activity of the defendant von PAPEN, who played a decisi-vepart :

the seizure of povfer by Hitler and, in doing so ^contributed to the creati
of the dark powers of nazism who brought bloody wars on the v/orld
and caused innumerable calamities.

79.

S P B E E

Long "before the ETazi came to power the architect, Albert Speer, was a per
sonal friend of tne architect's draftsman. Hitler, and remained one till

the end. Hot only common professional interests but political interests
also brought them together.

Speer began his career in 1932 vdtli the recon

struction of the "brown house"

the headquarters of HSEAP in Berlin, and

in 10 years' time he was at the head of all the military construction and
war production in Pascist Germany,

Starting with tne construction of the

building of the Eeicha "Parteitag", Speer ended by setting up the "Atlantic'
Hall".

Speer held an important post in the government and military machinery of
Hitler's Germany and played a direct and active part in planning and reali
zing the 'criminal conspiracy.

What is Spear's "line of defense" at the trial? Speer presents his case in
the following way; he was pressed upon by Hitler to take on the post of mlitister; he was an intimate friend of Hitler's, but he knew nothing about his
plans; he had been a member of the Hazl party for 14 years, but he v;as far

from politics and had never even read "Mein Kampf",

It is true, that unon

being given the lie Speer confessed tiiat he had lied d^oring his preliminary
interrogation at the Inquest.

tISn.-575 Speer lied when he denied that he had never belonged to the SA, and then to
Pe-3568

the SS. The Tribunal possesses the original file of the SS man Albert
Speer, who belonged to the personal staff of the SS H©iohsfuehrer Himmler.

Speer held also a rather high ranl^ in the Nazi party, in the party Chancel
lery, he was delegate for all technical questions, he headed the chief tooV

nioal administration of the party, he directed the union of German National
Socialist technicians, he was plenipotentiary on the Staff of Hess and a le
ader of one of the major German Labor Front organisations.

After all this can Speer'a declaration that he was an apolitical specialist
be taken into consideration?

In reality, as a close collaborator of Hitleri

Hess, Ley and Goering, he directed the German technique not only as Eeiohs—•
minister, but also as a Nazi political leader.

Iii35-P3
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Upon succeeding to Todt, Speer, as he expressed himself

80,

in his speech before the Gauleiters, devoted himself completely to
the solution of vrar problems. By means of the pitiless exploitations
of the population in the occupied territories and of the prisoners of

war of the allied countries, at the expense of the health and lives o|
hundreds of thousands of people, Speer increased the production
of armament and ammunition for the German army. By plundering the
raw materials and other resources of the occupied territories,'Speer

increased the war potential of ^itler's Germany* Hiapo\Ters
U-.}3?w-^:£'0
USSR-482
USSR-483

grew with every month of tie war. By Hitler's Decree of 2.IX.1943

Speer became plenipotentiary and responsible for the supply of raw
materials, for the direction and production of war industry. He
vfas even commissioned to regulate the turnover of commodities and

by Hitler's Decree of 24 August 1944 Speer v^ras practically

made dictator^of all German Authorities in Germany as v/ell as in the
occupied territories whose activity was in any way connected

with the strengthening of G^ man military power.

And when the Fascist flyers bombed peaceful towns and villages,
killing women, old men and children, when the German artUlrry
bombarded Leningrad, when the Hitlerite pirates sank hospital ships,

when the"?" bombs destroyed toT/ns in Fngland, all this came as a
Dactdef♦

pag*119

result of Speer'3 activity. Under his leadership, the produc
tion of^gas and of other means of chemical vra.rfare had been

widely increased. The defendant himself, when interrogated by'
Justice Jackson at the trial, confessed three factories

were turning out products for chemical wai-fare andvthey were
working at full speed till November 1944,
oc.def.

v.II,p.l23
uSa-179'
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^eer not only knew of the methods used by Sauckel for deporting to
slave labor the populations from the occupied territories, but he
hiimself took part, together with Sauckel, in conferences kth
hitler and on the "Central Planning Board", where

decisions_wtre taken to deport millions of people to Germany from
the occupied territories,

Doo.def.

v,ll,p«88
Transcr«

Speer kept up a close contact vdth Himmler: he received from Himmler

prisoners for work in war factories; branches of concentration camps
were organized in many factories subordinated to Speerjin recognition

12 .XII W

of Hiramer's services upeer supplied the SS with expertenced specialist

p.31 & 88

and with supplementary war equipment,

Sc USA-179
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Speer has said a lot here about his having sharply criti
cized Hitler*3 environment, that he had allegedly had very
and

serious dissensions v/ith Hitler;,/that, in-his h tters to
Hitler, he had written about the uselessness of continuing

the war.

When the representative of the ^oviet Prosecu

tion asked Speer:

which of the persons close to Hitler he

had criticized and in what connection, the defendant ansv;ered;

shall not tell you".

It is quite evident that

Speer not" only did not want,

but could not tell it, for the simple reason that he had

never criticized anyone vh o was close to Hitler,

More,

he could not criticize, as he was a convinced Nazi himself,
and belonged to this close environment.

As to the so-called

"serious dissens ons", the ^ began — as Speer admitted — when
it became clear to him that Germany had lost the war,
Speer *s letters to Hitler are dated March 1945,

ggsEgr

At that

time Speer could, without great risk, depict GermanyIs

hopeless condition.

It v;as apparent to everyone and v;as no

longer a subject of dlsscussion.

And it vjas not by acci

dent that Hitler appointed precisely Speer, on 30,1X1,1945,
to direct measures for the total destruction of the Industrl;

enterprises, by obliging all Party,
Doo,

State and military

offices to render him extensive help.

def,
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That is the true picture of the defendant

Speer and

the real part played by him in the crimes committed by
Hitler's gang.
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N E U- R A T H

Constantine von NEURATH's part in the consolidation of the nazi

conspirators power and in the preparation and realization of aggressive
plans, is a remarkable one*.

^er a period of many years, every time that traces had to be covered
up, that 'acts of aggression were to be veiled by diiDloraatic manipiila*
tions, l^UTuiTH — nazi diplomat and SS general, came to the help of
the Hitlerites, bringing them his longstanding experience of v/orld
affairs

I will recall the official

evaluation

* • of NEURATH's

activity, as it appeared in all the news-papers of fascist Germany
on the 2»II,19U3«'

GSR

"The departure from the Geneva disarmament conference on the II4

October 1933^ the return of the Saar territory'-, and the proclamation

and denunciation of the Locarno tre;.ty vfill rank among the most
outstanding political events since the coming to power of the Nazi

regime. In these. Baron von

played a decisive part and his

name will always be connected with them."

Transcr#

In his capacity of Reich protector of Bohemia and A'oravia HEURATH

ven.s*

was to the Nazi conspirators, those "firm and reliable hands", of T/hicb
i^encral F,.LFD1RICI Virote in iiis memorandum, and which were to turn

•75

the Gset^siovak republic into an "indissoluble part of Germany". In

*^3 RS

order to attain that object, tlEUlAiTJl established the notorious

"neV'f order", the nature of -which is now known to all and sundry.
i'-IEUR,.^H attempted to assert, here, tliat all the atr.>citie.s were

committed by the police and Gestapo, upon Hlmmler's direct order,

and thal^ he knew nothing of them, ^t is quite understandable

that t.!EljdaTH should say so, but one can hardly agree with him.
Interrogated on the 7 J/iarch 19U6, Karl FR^'iNX testified that KFURiiTH

received regularly the reports of the Chief of -Security Police,

•SB well as those of FRANK himself,, regarding the "most important

events in the Protectorate, pertaining to the Security PollQe",

SSR U9i+'

He stated also tha.t it Y;as possible for NTUi -.TH to issue directives

Gestapo, and that he ' id indded do so; whilst, as far as the
way '•fepon the consent of the iviain i-^elch Security Office (R3HD)
SD vpas concerned, his rights ..ere still more vast depending in no

'•'Mr •.

'•turtle'.
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Tranr^cr*

cstcn. o. issued on 1 September 1939 by the

DlflSfo'Coi^sl:? v?hloh^p?ove

ordf

25-S-19-15 th-t the Heiohsfuehrer SS and Chief of the C-erarn Police carried out
pp 78-79 ndmnistrative rarasurcs in Bohemia and ror-vvia, vith th; ki-'ovlod--e

of tnoBaidiFrotector, and th-t the C-ermnn Security pSlice^^a^S^in

the Protectorate were pbliped to inform the Heich Protector "as well
as the offices subordinated to him and to keep- then aware cf all irn 1cr
cvGnta.

If I ao.c

on the 5-5-1939, the aefende.nt IjjTUBATH ap-Dointec": an

SD Puchrer and Plenipotentiary of the Security Police to'the aost of
political ca.B' reporter; if wc. recall the testimony of Pichard

WI;;FPH7, the former Premier of Bohemia, and Kor-via"under i-lEb'.W which
has been read before the Court, to the effect that the Sestapo carried
out arrests on orders of the P.eioh Protector - we can h-arddy have

any doubt but that lOTbiPH gave : is sanction to the nv-ss arrests
summary executions and cthop inhuman acts, committed by the ffostapo
and police in Czechoslovakia,

I irill pass on to the evente of the 17 !Tovombor 1939, when 9 students

wore snot without trial, whilst over a thousand v/erc hurlcc irt

centration canidps and all the Czech hich echoQls and universities

con

wcio closed for three years.

ICtmTH said tliat h. heard of these r.cts of terror post factur.. But
we h^vo submitted to the Tribunal a report on the shootinr and arrests
of tno -students, which "bears-^SUHATH's si^nrture,

another loop-holet he declares that PRAItk si-ncd this re'poJt^in^hia®
H:,uiUTh'B nam.e^and to bo more c-.nvincin- he even adds, th-t l-ater he
official that

often mdsusod his name in documents,

^ro i:„UEATH's stcotements to be credited? One has only to analyse
brioily the actual facts, in order to answer this question in th. neea"ClVGJ

-XlkiE-i ea-rg th-t
fraud?^^i.o

misused his nr.mr, TVhat did JTIURITH c.o in ansdomnd

s rrsi-n-tion or his punis'.'.m. nt for

id he, perhaps, report this forgeryofficially, to some

day? - Cither. On the contrary, he continued to collaboro.te with
JJirJdvfK as before*
says th-t he heard of F21AHE's misuses "from an official". Who

IS that official? ''hat is his name? Why wasn't any application made to
call him to the vfitncss stand, or, at least to secure his \^ritten

tci-.tirnony? This is sinply "because nobody spoke to IJIJURAITi of FRAEK
h-'tring forged his signhture on t" o documents and nobody could have
done so for there was no forgery*
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But on the contrary, the Tribunal

.g|^°\y°Nf^ath and th

fact that the report of V. fovember ^939 ^
a/'tually sancthe terroristical measures mentioned there^, „„4. „ ^tf Karl Frank,

tloned by Neurath. I am roeaking of two ^statements of KarX

who directly participated . n these bloodj even s.

USSR-60

During his interrogation on 26 November 1945j Karl Frank
,"This docuTiient was ddted 1? November 1939 and

von Neurath, v;ho did ^not protest either against

of

students

the 9 students, or against the deportation oi numerous student.
to the concentration camps".
n.a',\'o Ss-cc

..J

. tsS'jiv.Ci'

on this matter, dated 7 March

1946:

"By countersigning the official reports vihich informe
shooting of the students, the Reich Protector
ned this action. I informed von Neurath in detail of
of the investigation and.he signed the report. Had

and had he demanded a modification of the penalty, or

q^ctio
' qu
nrrreed
mitiea-

^

tion, and he had a right to do so, 1 would nave been on ige

^

give in to his opinion".

In August 1939, in connecL'.on mth the "special decree", by which
he iJTscla.Liod Dohcmia anc foravia to bo an "integrant

Greater Gorman Reich", Ne^^rath issued a so called-"warning"^

USSR-490

therein he stipulated that "not only single persons but the en^^ire

r.TiP.ch population
nnnnia-f-.-i-i.r^-nip
oT-inn-tihlo for all acts of sabotage
sabotag© ,I
Czech
would viq
be responsible

Thereby he established th.

Tinciple of collective

and introduced the hcsjtep system •
The events of 1/ November
1939,considered in the ligut of this directive of Neurath, supply
more irrefutable proof ag;. Inst the defendant.

Starting from the 1 September 1939 some 8,000 Czechs ivere arrested
a3SR-60

as hostages in Bohemia and Moravia, The majority were sent to
concentration camps, many were executed or died of hunger and
tortur-e. On this subject you have heard, lour Honours, the testi

monies of Vfienert, Kreitchd and Gavelka,

8$.

There is no doubt that those terror acts a^inst the Czech
intellectuals were carried out in conformity vfith

rJFURATH's

"warning" #

1 do not need to relate in detail all the events v-'hich took plact at
Lidice, and later in the village of Lejaki, as they are already well
Imovm- ?v'ere not the German occupants acting in accordance with

liLURATHt5"warning", did they not conform themselves to his principle
that the entire Czech population, and not the individual persons, must
bear tbe responsibilityI

It was I^JLURATH who initiated mass terror against the Czechoslovak

population in August 19'39. de has on his hands the blood of many

thousands of women and men, children and old people, murdered and
"tortured to death,

I see no difference between Baron von NEUHjITH and

the other ringleaders of the crirainal Nazi regime.
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The defendant Hans PHITZSCHEfe part in conspiracy, the war ciines and the

crimes against humanity, is certainly greater than it might appear at a first
glance.

The criminal activity of BRIT'ZSCHE.who was G-OEB.ySLS' closest assistant, carried
out systematically, day after day, was a very inportant link in the general

plan or conspiracy and it contributed singularly to the creation of the condiy
tions, under which the numerous crimes of the Hazis .were conceived and
cultivated.

ill the attempts made by the defendant himself and his counsel in order to

minimize his importance and the part he played in the perpetration of these
crimes, have clearly failed.

In "Moin Kairpf", EITL3H describes the very special part attributed in nazi
Germany to mendacious propaganda.
He vjritesj "The problem of the ressurection of German night:cdn bo dofihcd
US

•*

not as to "How we will make weapons" but "How we will create the spirit which

376

will make our people capable of bearing weapons". If this spirit invades the
and

peoplOi will power shall discover thousands of ways/ each, of thdn will lead

to weapons" (I am quoting from pages

of "Moin Kaupf", 64th, ed^ 1933)

Heither is it an accident that at the 1936 Congress of the Kazi Party in

Nuernberg, the follovring slogans v/ere proclaimed;

"Propaganda helped us to come to power"

"Propaganda will help us to keep pov/er"
"Propaganda will help us to conquer the v/orld",
Cwing "fco

position, the defendant PRITZECHEi was certainly one of the

notorious propagandaists and also one of the best informed persons in nazi

Germany. Besides he enjoyed GOEBBBLS' particular confidence^
v/e knovr, from 1938 to 1942, PRITSCfflE vras head of one of the key departments

of the Propaganda Ministry^ that of the German Press. And ever since 1942 and
until the defeat of nazi Germany, he was head of the German radio.

r 'v >i
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Having grown up, as far as journalism is concerned, in the reactionary press
of Hugenberg, Fritzsche, who was a member pf the Nazi party since 1933*
in his capacity of Government spokesman, played ivith his personal propa
ganda, an important part in the dissemination of nazism throughout Germany,
and in the political and moral depravation of the German people,

USSR 1x72. This Y^as testified to, in detail, by v/itnesses such as former fieldmarshal
tlSSR i;71
Ferdinand SCHOFRNFR and former vice-admiral Hans YOSS*

The defendant FRITZSGHEts broadcasts, taken down by the Bsc, and

submitted to the Tribunal as document 306k PS and USSr exhibit U96, fully
confirm these charges of the Prosecution,

German propaganda in general, and the defendant FRITZSCHE in particular,

made good use of provocational methods, lies and slanderous statements,and
this vfas especially the case vrhen Nazi Gemany's acts of aggression had
to be justified.

For didn*t Hitler himself write in "Mein Kampf" page 302?

USA 276

"that v/ith the help of an able and continuous application of propaganda,
one can even picture to the people, heaven as being hell, and, on the
contrary, the most sorrov^ful life can be pictured as heaven,"

FRITZSCHE. turned out to be the best man %o carry out this dirty work.
In his declaration to the Tribunal, on the 7 January 19i+6, FRITZSCHE
gave a detailed

description of the provocative methods applied on such

a vast scale by German propaganda and by him? personally, in connection

3U6^ PS

USA 6III

with the acts of aggression against Austria, the Sudetenland, Bohemia and
moravia, Poland and Jugoslavia,

On the 9 April and the 2

19iiO, FRITZSCHE broadcast mendacious

explanations of the reasons which led to the occupation of Norway by
Germany, He declared:" Nobody vras wounded, not one house was destroyed,
life and v/ork continued unhindered as before^,-"

88*
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Meanwhile I the official report presented "by the l^orvregian Governinent
states! "The German attack against ITorway on the 9 A^oril 1940 "brcught
v;ar to IjTorway for the first time in 126 years*

Por 2 monthsi war was

fought throughout the countryi causing destructions.

Over 40 thousand

houses v/ere damaged or destroyed and about 1000 civilians *-'orG killed".
German propaganda and Fritzschej personally! spread insolent slander in
connection with the sinking of the "british passenger steamer "Athenia".
But German propaganda was particularly active on the occasion of nazi
Germany*s feloneous attack upon the Soviet Union.

The defendant Frifc^chc has attempted to assert that he first heard of
the attack upon the Soviet Uniont when ho was called on the 22 June
1941^ at 5 a.m. to a

Eibbontrop.

conference held by Foreign Minister von

As far as the aggressive purposes of this attack were con-

cornod, he allegedly only had knov/ledge of them, as a result of his
personal observations, in 1942.
However, these statements are disavowed by such documentary evidence

1039 PS

as the report ^f defendant Rosenberg.

This document establishes the

USA 146

fact tliat a long time prior to the attack upon the USSR, Fritzscte knew
of the appropriate measures which were being taken and that in his

capacity of representative of the Propaganda Ministry, he participated
in the working out by the Ministry for Ocoupied Eastern Territories of
propaganda measures in the East.

In answer to the ouestions put to him by the Soviet Prosecution, during
his cross-examination,Fritzsche stated tliat he would not liave gone with
Hitler, had he had knowledge of the Hazi government's criminal orders,
MM'

of which he heard for the first time, here, in court.

And here again,

Fritzsche has told the International Military Tribunal a lie -

>

>f» 5-'

8?.

Thus he was compelled to admit that he had knf5v;ledg0 of the crimi
nal nazi orders regarding the extermination of Jews and the shooting of
Soviet commissars, as early as 19U2. And yet, he continued, hereafter,

to remain at his post and to spread mendacious propaganda,
In his broadcasts on the 16 Juhe and I *^uly 19UU^ FHITZSCHE made a great
uSSr 1|96

case of the. utilization of new vfeapons, doing his best to whip up "the
army and the people to further senseless resistance*,

' And even f>n the eve flf the crash of nazi Germany,

on the 7 April 19U5^

FRITZSCHE broadcast an appeal to the German people to continue to

resist the allied armies and to participate in the 'Verwolf-movement.
Thus, the defendant FRITZSCHE remained true to the last to the criminal
nazi regime.

He gave his entire self to the task of realizing the nazi conspiracy aid
of perpetrating all the crimes which were conceived and carried out in

view of putting that conspiracy into effect*

As an active participant of all the nazi crimes, he must bear the
fullest responsibility for them*

-h.
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Your Honours,

AlX the defendants have passed before you —men vfithout honour or conscience; men,
•who hurled the world into an abyss of misery and suffering and brought enormous
calamities upon their ovm people.

Political adventurers, vfho stopped before no evil deed in order to achieve the
criminal designs; cheap demagogues, who concealed their predatory plans behind
a veil of mendacious ideas; henchmen, v/ho murdered millions of innocent people*
these men joined in a gang of conspirators, seizing pov^er and transforming the

German state machinery into an instrument of their crimes ^
No-w, the hour of reckoning has come.

For the past nine months, we have been observing the former rulers of fascist
Gerraany. In the dock, before this court, they have suddenly become meek and

humble. Some of them, even, actually condemned Hitler. But they blame Hitler,

not for the launching of a v;ar, not for the extermination of peoples and the
plundering of states; the only thing they cannot forgive him - is Defeat.
Together with Hitler, they were ready to exterrainate millions of human beings,
to enslave the elite of mankind in order to achieve their criminal aim of world
domination.

But History judged otherwise: victory did not f0110^7 upon the steps of Crime.

Victory came to the freedom-'loving nations. Truth triumphed and we are proud to

say that the justice which is meted out by the international Military Tribianal*

will be the justice of the right cause of peace-loving nations.
The Defense spoke about humaneness. We know that the concepts of civilisation

and humaneness, democracy and humaneness, peace and humaneness - are inseparable.
But we, the defenders of civilisation, democracy and peace - we categorically

reject insensible humaneness which is considerate of the murderers and indifferent
to their victims. Counsel for KL-iLTENBRUMtJF'R alsb spoke here of love for one's
fellow-men. Connected vrith ICALTFNBRUNHITl' s name and actions, all mention of
love for one's fellovj- man, sounds like blasphemy.

Ivy lord, your Honours,
Jy statement concludes the case for the Prosecution speaking here on behalf

of the peoples of -the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, I consider all the
charges against the defendants as fully proven.

91.

And in the name of the sincere love of mankind which inspires the peoples who
consented to the greatest sacrifices in order to save the world, freedom and
culture, in memory of the millions of innocent human beings slaughtered by
a gang-of murderers, v/ho are now before the Court of a progressive man

kind, - I appeal to the Tribunal to sentence all the defendants without
exception to the suprerae penalty^'
Such a verdict will be greeted with satisfaction by all progressive mankind#
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